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Background: Computer users often need to 

distinguish between good and bad instances of 

software and e-mail messages without the aid of 

experts. This decision process is further compli-

cated as the perception of spam and spyware va-

ries between individuals. As a consequence, users 

can benefit from using a decision support system 

to make informed decisions concerning whether 

an instance is good or bad.

Objective: This thesis investigates approaches 

for estimating the utility of e-mail and software. 

These approaches can be used in a personalized 

decision support system. The research investi-

gates the performance and accuracy of the ap-

proaches.

Method: The scope of the research is limited to 

the legal grey-zone of software and e-mail messa-

ges. Experimental data have been collected from 

academia and industry. The research methods 

used in this thesis are simulation and experimen-

tation. The processing of user input, along with 

malicious user input, in a reputation system for 

software were investigated using simulations. The 

preprocessing optimization of end user license 

agreement classification was investigated using 

experimentation. The impact of social interaction 

data in regards to personalized e-mail classifica-

tion was also investigated using experimentation.

Results: Three approaches were investigated that 

could be adapted for a decision support system. 

The results of the investigated reputation system 

suggested that the system is capable, on average, 

of producing a rating ±1 from an objects correct 

rating. The results of the preprocessing optimiza-

tion of end user license agreement classification 

suggested negligible impact. The results of using 

social interaction information in e-mail classifi-

cation suggested that accurate spam detectors can 

be generated from the low-dimensional social 

data model alone, however, spam detectors ge-

nerated from combinations of the traditional and 

social models were more accurate.

Conclusions: The results of the presented ap-

proaches suggest that it is possible to provide de-

cision support for detecting software that might 

be of low utility to users. The labeling of instan-

ces of software and e-mail messages that are in 

a legal grey-zone can assist users in avoiding an 

instance of low utility, e.g. spam and spyware. A 

limitation in the approaches is that isolated im-

plementations will yield unsatisfactory results 

in a real world setting. A combination of the ap-

proaches, e.g. to determine the utility of software, 

could yield improved results.
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Imagination will often carry us to worlds that never were.
But without it we go nowhere.

Carl Sagan, Cosmos, 1980.
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Abstract

Background: Computer users often need to distinguish be-
tween good and bad instances of software and e-mail messages
without the aid of experts. This decision process is further compli-
cated as the perception of spam and spyware varies between indi-
viduals. As a consequence, users can benefit from using a decision
support system to make informed decisions concerning whether
an instance is good or bad.

Objective: This thesis investigates approaches for estimating
the utility of e-mail and software. These approaches can be used in
a personalized decision support system. The research investigates
the performance and accuracy of the approaches.

Method: The scope of the research is limited to the legal grey-
zone of software and e-mail messages. Experimental data have
been collected from academia and industry. The research methods
used in this thesis are simulation and experimentation. The pro-
cessing of user input, along with malicious user input, in a reputa-
tion system for software were investigated using simulations. The
preprocessing optimization of end user license agreement classifi-
cation was investigated using experimentation. The impact of so-
cial interaction data in regards to personalized e-mail classification
was also investigated using experimentation.

Results: Three approaches were investigated that could be
adapted for a decision support system. The results of the inves-
tigated reputation system suggested that the system is capable, on
average, of producing a rating ±1 from an objects correct rating.
The results of the preprocessing optimization of end user license
agreement classification suggested negligible impact. The results
of using social interaction information in e-mail classification sug-
gested that accurate spam detectors can be generated from the low-
dimensional social data model alone, however, spam detectors gen-
erated from combinations of the traditional and social models were
more accurate.

Conclusions: The results of the presented approaches suggest
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that it is possible to provide decision support for detecting soft-
ware that might be of low utility to users. The labeling of instances
of software and e-mail messages that are in a legal grey-zone can
assist users in avoiding an instance of low utility, e.g. spam and
spyware. A limitation in the approaches is that isolated imple-
mentations will yield unsatisfactory results in a real world setting.
A combination of the approaches, e.g. to determine the utility of
software, could yield improved results.
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Publication 1 and 2 are related in that publication 2 is a continuation of
1. While both publications concern producing reliable score for a repu-
tation system, the first publication concerns weighting user knowledge
and the second concerns detecting malicious users. For publication 1,
the thesis author was involved in the investigation, but was not the main
driver. The author’s involvement comprised setting up the experimen-
tal design, data analysis and writing the paper in cooperation with the
other authors. For publication 2, the thesis author was the main driver
in the investigation. The author’s involvement comprised of extending
the simulation and setting up the experiment design. The data analysis
and writing of the article was done in cooperation with the co-authors.

Publication 3 extends previous research, adding automatic extraction
and processing of EULAs. For this publication, the thesis author was the
main driver in the investigation. The involvement comprised in setting
up experiment design, writing the paper and analyzing the data. For
publication 4, the thesis author was the main driver in setting up ex-
periment design, writing the paper, analyzing data and designing the
algorithm.
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One

Introduction

Computer users often install software and use services such as e-mail
without the assistance of professionals [1]. It can be difficult to dif-
ferentiate between good and bad instances of e.g. software [2]. The
impact of making bad decisions can be bad. People are susceptible to
various unknown biases when weighing risk versus benefit [3]. As a
consequence, users may benefit from using a decision support system
if it enables them to make informed decisions concerning whether an
instance is good or bad. This decision can be based on an estimation of
the utility of the instance.

Utility is a measure of user satisfaction, e.g. when consuming a ser-
vice or product [4]. Utility comes from utilitarianism, which concerns
the maximization of happiness or satisfaction of the maximum amount
of people [5]. The cost versus utility balance is used to determine the risk
involved in financial planning. It can also be applied to risk analysis, or
for estimating the utility of services and applications. Since utility is a
measure of user satisfaction, its interpretation differs between users. The
utility of spyware can be low as the intent of the developer is in contrast
to what the user condones. The utility of spyware can also be perceived
as high as the user consider the function of the program to outweigh the
spyware aspect. In most cases though, the utility of spyware and spam
are low when compared to legitimate applications and messages. Spam

1



1. Introduction

can be of a low utility as spam may be deceptive or contain spyware [6].
Labeling messages as spam is also subjective, since what is considered
spam can differ between users and even for the same user over a span of
time. A support system that can estimate the utility beforehand can be
used to avoid spyware or spam, and a personalized system can provide
personalized decisions.

This thesis investigates how decision support systems can be used for
determining the utility of software and e-mail messages, consequently
allowing users to avoid instances where the estimated utility is low. Two
approaches are investigated. The first approach investigates using a soft-

ware reputation system (SRS) as a complement to traditional anti-spyware
tools. SRS users provide ratings of programs, thus providing a collabo-
rative platform for judging applications. The second approach concerns
text mining, which is applied to spyware and spam detection. The spy-
ware detection is based on analyzing End User License Agreements (EU-
LAs) as a representation for software behavior. The spam detection aims
to create personalized spam detection models and investigates linking
online social network data to e-mails for improved performance.

Chapter 2 presents the background and terminology. In Chapter 3,
Section 3.2 lists the research questions. Section 3.5 concerns the contribu-
tions of the publications, as well as the authors involvement. The results
are discussed and concluded in Section 3.6. Section 3.8 presents points
to future work. Finally, the publications are presented in Chapter 4-7.
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Two

Background

Malicious Software (malware) can be defined as ”a set of instructions
that run on your computer and make your system do something that
an attacker wants it to do” [7]. The first virus surfaced in 1982, a year
before the first computer virus definition was presented [7]. To coun-
teract the new threat of viruses, anti-virus software was released. The
first anti-virus programs were signature-based, but as malware became
more and more sophisticated, so did anti-malware software. Since the
first release, malware became increasingly complicated, going from in-
dividual developers to nation-level supported developers. An example
of nation-level supported malware is the Stuxnet virus. The Stuxnet
virus was described as a cyberwarfare weapon1, due to it specifically
targeting certain nuclear power plant control systems [8, 9]. Due to the
evolution of malware, the removal of malware was a question of using
the resources and techniques available at specific instances of time [10].

Two phases of anti-malware evolution were identified [11]. The first
stage comprised signature-based detection, in which applications where
compared against a digital signature in a database. The signature-based
approach exhibited two weaknesses. It required a copy of the malware

1Kaspersky Lab’s stated that it is likely that the creators of Stuxnet have nation-
level support. http://www.kaspersky.com/about/news/virus/2010/Kaspersky_Lab_

provides_its_insights_on_Stuxnet_worm

3



2. Background

to extract a unique signature. In addition, it required that the updated
signature database was distributed to all customers of the anti-virus soft-
ware [10]. Consequently, anti-malware was one step behind malware.
As the number of malware increased, the signature databases grew in
size.

The second stage of anti-malware detection was needed to handle the
amount of signatures and the sophistication of more recent viruses [11].
To address these new requirements, variations of signature-based detec-
tion, e.g. skipping NOP instructions, and heuristics-based detection was
introduced. The latter was used to search for features found in mal-
ware, and if a certain number of features were found, the investigated
program was considered to be a virus [7, 11]. Anti-virus manufacturers
began investigating alternative techniques for solving the problem. An-
other technique used within this stage was dynamic analysis, which kept
a suspicious program in captivity on a virtual machine, i.e. a sandbox,
while monitoring its execution as a way to discover any irregular be-
havior [10, 12]. The development of malware and anti-malware can be
described as an arms race in that the developers of each tried to be one
step ahead of the other.

Spyware emerged during the late nineties [13]. One reason was that
the Internet began to reach the general population, which resulted in a
new market where personal information was used for distributing tar-
geted online advertisements [14]. The main consequence was that a new
type of grey-zone software appeared, which further complicated the sep-
aration between legitimate and illegitimate software. Even though dy-
namic analysis could be used for computer viruses, e.g. by detecting
the self-replication routines, it was more difficult to distinguish spyware
or adware applications from their legitimate counterparts [15]. Anti-
spyware developers were sued for labeling a piece of grey-zone software
as spyware [16].

The development of spam detection approaches evolved in a sim-
ilar manner, beginning with a rule-based approach, i.e. filtering on

4



the occurrence of a phrase or a word, into more complicated means
of detection, even involving payment-based deterrents [17, 18]. The first
recorded instance of spam, in the form of an unsolicited commercial e-
mail (UCE), occurred in 1978, when more than 500 e-mails were sent to
ARPANET’s users [6]. It was labeled UCE as the purpose of the mes-
sages was to announce a new mainframe computer. The administrators
of ARPANET stated that the messages violated the user agreement of
the network [6].

With an increased number of spam, customer complaints to ISPs
increased, prompting the ISPs to find a solution for spam. Since no
legislation existed, technological means, e.g. filtering, was applied [6].
Anti-spam techniques involved filtering e-mails, via either automatic or
semi-automatic filtering [19]. Some of the filtering methods used white-
or blacklisting sender IP addresses, URLs or keywords in the e-mail.
Automatic filtering methods used e.g. machine learning to learn to dif-
ferentiate between solicited and unsolicited e-mail patterns, as well as
bouncing suspicion messages (a challenge response system) [17].

The U.S.A. passed the CAN-SPAM act (Controlling the Assault of
Non-Solicited Pornography And Marketing) in 2003, regulating what
can be sent as spam and what elements spam must contain in order to
be compliant [6]. The CAN-SPAM act stated that users should have the
option to opt-out, i.e. to stop receiving unsolicited messages2. In 2004
a study concluded that only 14.3% of spam messages were compliant
with the CAN-SPAM act [20]. The EU and the Australian governments
adopted an opt-in approach [21]. An opt-in approach, required the sup-
posed recipient to give their consent before the messages can be sent. It
has been argued that in order to effectively be able to regulate spam, the
laws governing spam must be international [22].

2The Law have been referred to as ’you can spam’ by critics, due to its permissive-
ness. http://www.wired.com/techbiz/media/news/2004/01/62020
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2. Background

2.1 Terminology

Utility can be defined as value in use or as a measurement of usage sat-
isfaction [4]. Utility can be applied to products or services and the com-
bined utility can be used to determine the generalized user satisfaction
of an item or a service. The expected utility hypothesis, related to utility,
can be defined as follows: faced with choices involving risk, individuals
will choose as to maximize the expected utility [23]. Given a situation
where the estimated utility is low, individuals can choose whether to
consume a service or not [24]. As a consequence, utility is useful in
decision support systems in the personalized context.

Decision support system (DSS) helps users to make decisions in un-
certain situations. DSS can be organized into five groups, extending a
categorization from 19803 [25, 26, 27]. DSS belonging to more than one
group are denoted Hybrid DSS.

Communications-Driven DSS can be exemplified as a system that helps
users reach a decision together, e.g. a reputation system.

Data-Driven DSS can be described as a system that allows easy access
to data available in, e.g. files and databases, to help facilitate de-
cision making. This can be exemplified by real-time monitoring
systems or budget analysis systems.

Document-Driven DSS can be a system that helps users locate correct
data, documents, files, or, e.g., web-sites. An example of this is a
search-engine.

Knowledge-Driven DSS can be described as a system “that search for
hidden patterns in a database”, and can be seen as closely related
to data mining [27]. This category requires a good understanding
of a specific task.

3A more extensive look at the earlier categorization and how it relates to the
reworked framework can be found online. Included are also additional examples.
http://dssresources.com/faq/index.php?action=artikel&id=167
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2.1. Terminology

Model-Driven DSS uses “data and parameters provided by decision-
makers to aid them in analyzing a situation” [27]. Examples of
systems could e.g. include scheduling systems or risk analysis sys-
tems.

Reputation Systems are a form of Communication-Driven DSS. Rep-
utation Systems allow users to rate and provide feedback concerning
objects in a domain, often to filter objects or to establish trust between
users [28, 29]. Depending on the purpose of the system, the objects can
be either users of the system or e.g. nodes in a network.

Machine learning concerns the study of programs that learn from ex-
perience to improve the performance at solving tasks [30]. Machine
learning comprises a large number of directions, methods, and con-
cepts, which can be organized into learning paradigms. Usually, three
paradigms are distinguished; supervised learning, unsupervised learn-
ing, and reinforcement learning. The suitability of a certain learning
method or paradigm depends largely on the type of available data for
the problem at hand.

Text classification, or text categorization, concerns the machine learn-
ing problem of associating a text document to one or more classes or
categories [31]. Text categorization can be used for various purposes e.g.
to detect spam [32].

Spam is synonymous to unsolicited e-mail messages, but is also re-
ferred to as unsolicited bulk e-mail messages or as unsolicited commercial

e-mail [17]. The term SPAM, borrowed from a Monthy-Python sketch,
can be described as unsolicited mass sending of messages to users, often
with a commercial agenda [6]. The key term, unsolicited, indicates that
users receive the messages without prior warning or without requesting
the messages. Spam may be deceptive or have spyware attached [6].

Spyware originally referred to software tracking, reporting user be-
havior, and which is installed without the users informed consent [15,

7



2. Background

33]. However, the term has taken on a broader meaning, to also include
adware [15, 16]. Adware differs from spyware in that it primarily dis-
plays advertisements [15]. These programs are considered unsolicited
and as a consequence probably unwanted [14,16,34]. What makes grey-
zone spyware different from other malware, is the requirement of user
consent. User consent is often given through EULAs.

EULA can be defined as “...a form of legal contract between two or
more parties in which a licensor allows certain use of rights to a licensee,
normally for a fee [35].” EULAs regulate the terms under which users
can make use of a product, as well as the terms of how the product may
operate [36]. The idea is to protect vendors from possible repercussions
from use of the product or to protect the intellectual property of the
company [37]. The EULA describes the use terms, which can be divided
into user rights and user restrictions [35, 36]. The user rights describe
the terms under which the user is allowed to use the software and user
restrictions describe what the user is not allowed to do. For example, a
company can include a term in their license agreement that states that
the user may not reverse engineer the product [35]. EULAs tend to be
verbose, complicated and written as legal documents, and as a result,
most users avoid reading them or fail to comprehend the underlying
implications of the texts [38].

2.2 Related Work

Decision support systems (DSS) help users make decisions in uncertain
situations. The research conducted has been summarized and reviewed
in several surveys since the introduction of the term.These surveys cover
the years of 1971-1988, 1988-1994, 1995-2001, as well as a trend analysis
through the years 1971-1995 [25, 39, 40], [41].

Various types of DSS have been developed for or deployed in differ-
ent real world settings. Research has been conducted on using DSSes
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to help construction tendering processes. Construction tendering pro-
cesses are an early stage of construction projects dealing with biddings
with regard to procurement of services or goods [42]. Even though the
use of DSS has been viewed as beneficial to tendering, the current ap-
proaches mainly concern structured data and as a consequence do not
provide decision support in regards to free-text documents, e.g. con-
tracts [42]. DSSes require the problem or data to be either structured or
fairly structured [43]. The presence of unstructured data, e.g. free-text,
requires the decision maker to aid in the process.

Examples of other explored applications of DSS applies to the fields
of tactical air combat, assisting in stock trading, water resource manage-
ment, and within the health-care sector, operational assistance, triaging
patients and hospital management [44, 45, 46, 47].

Communications-driven DSS have been implemented for e.g. spam
detection and detecting malicious activities in peer-to-peer (p2p) net-
works [48, 49, 50]. In the case of spam detection, sender reputation and
object reputation were investigated [48,50]. Sender reputation concerned
establishing the identity of the sender, which allowed users to rate the
identity over time. The problem of sender reputation based spam de-
tection has been identifying the sender, as malicious users forged infor-
mation or their online presence were short. As a consequence, sender
reputation has been useful for honest senders and can be applied to
whitelisting approaches [48]. The second approach, object reputation, al-
lowed users to submit fingerprints or signatures of messages considered
to be spam. New messages users received were compared against a cat-
alog of message signatures [48]. The problem with object reputation has
been the fingerprinting process, as the algorithm should be able to iden-
tify variations of messages and at the same time not match legitimate
messages [48]. In p2p networks research similar to sender reputation,
denoted peer reputation, and object reputation are identified [49, 51].

Knowledge-driven DSS, or rather machine learning based approaches,
have been used for spam detection as well as spyware detection. The
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first ventures toward automatic spam detection were into automating
the rule-based learning techniques [52]. The currently employed anti-
spam techniques were summarized [32, 53, 54]. These studies provide
coverage of learning-based spam detection and one of the main conclu-
sions were that automated (machine learning-based) techniques are nec-
essary in order to implement spam filtering. In regard to malware and
spyware, the research have concerned the application of classifiers on
static features of software and how binaries can be represented [55, 56].
Research has also investigated behavioral-based detection of malicious
software, including heuristic-based models, data mining and classifier
approaches [12]. The learning algorithms trained and classified based
on extracted behavior signatures [12].
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Three

Approach

3.1 Aim & Scope

This thesis aims to investigate suitable means for estimating the utility
of software and e-mail. It is argued that unsolicited software and e-
mail, in the form of spyware and spam, contain secondary objectives
that can decrease the utility. By providing means to aid the user in
estimating the utility of an instance of software or e-mails, unsolicited
software or e-mail messages can be avoided. As a consequence, means
for estimating the utility of software and e-mail can be incorporated into
computer-based decision support systems. The scope is limited to grey-
zone spyware and spam.

3.2 Research Questions

Spyware and spam can be said to reside within a legal grey-zone. As
a consequence, traditional countermeasures are sometimes incapable of
detecting borderline instances. Due to the legal status or differences in
users opinions of spyware and spam, automated responses are some-
times impossible. Consequently, methods must be investigated that pro-
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vide an automatic response, but which leave the final decision to the end
user. Decision support systems have been used for similar problems be-
fore, helping users solve complicated problems. For similar problems
concerning spyware and spam, communication- and knowledge-driven
DSS have been used. Given this situation, the research questions ex-
plored in this thesis are:

RQ I. With what accuracy can a reputation system converge user software

ratings towards a true value for software installation support?

This question is asked in the context of a reputation system that
records numeric ratings of software objects, each with a true
rating unknown to the system, and users with different knowl-
edge levels. The ability to determine the utility of software prior
to installation would allow users to identify solicited software
such as spyware. Reputation systems have been used for pro-
viding quantitative feedback concerning products or services,
as a mean of support for decision making related to the previ-
ously mentioned product or service. A software reputation sys-
tem would allow users to help other users estimate the utility
of software. The different levels of knowledge regarding soft-
ware should be taken into account. As a consequence, whether
reputation systems are applicable in the domain of software
and a reputation system is capable of differentiating between
users knowledge levels is investigated in the papers constitut-
ing Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

RQ II. What impact does preprocessing optimization have on classification

performance for EULA classification?

Traditional anti-virus and anti-spyware techniques are based
on a variation of signature comparison and various heuristic
methods. Recent research has investigated the use of EULA
analysis [57]. License agreements are verbose, making it diffi-
cult for users to comprehend [38]. Using text categorization to
find patterns and determine whether the EULA can be consid-
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ered to represent benign software would help the user estimate
the utility of software. The impact of feature selection or per-
formance optimization of learning algorithms is investigated in
Chapter 6.

RQ III. What impact does social interaction information have on e-mail clas-

sification performance?

Spam filtering can make use of text categorization techniques.
The successful estimation of the utility of an e-mail message
prior to reading allows a user to focus on high-utility mes-
sages. Similar to mining licenses to detect grey-zone spyware,
Chapter 7 investigates using social network data and text clas-
sification to detect unsolicited e-mail and aiding users with re-
gards to e-mail messages. Using social interaction information
would allow filtering messages based on how users communi-
cate, which in turn would allow the creation of a personalized
classifier.

3.3 Research Methodology

The research approach applied in this thesis is based on quantitative
methods such as simulation and quasi-experiments.

Simulation allows one to see how a system operates under a certain
setting, without altering the actual system [58]. In order to do that a
model of a system is often constructed. Simulations are used to evalu-
ate models and estimate the performance of the system that the model
represents. The type of simulator presented in Chapter 4 and 5 is a
discrete-event simulation. The term discrete-event simulation is used to
label a model of a system that changes over time, and which contains
random variables that are changed during the simulation. Chapter 4
and 5 models a reputation system and simulates the outcome. User
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voting behavior is used as a random variable, and program popularity
distribution as a semi random variable.

Experiments constitute a quantitative research approach “to test the
impact of a treatment (or an intervention) on an outcome” [59]. This
requires that factors affecting the experiment can be controlled, and can
consequnetly be called a controlled experiment. Experiments can be
used to compare for instance the performance of different techniques [59,
60]. Experiments use random assignment of study units, e.g. people, to
ensure that the study units do not affect the outcome instead of the
treatment [61]. Exploratory data analysis, or explorative research, is used
to investigate little-understood problems, visualize data, and develop
questions and hypothesis used in confirmatory data analysis (CDA) meth-
ods [62]. Experiments and quasi-experiments are CDA methods focus-
ing on the testing of a hypothesis.

Quasi-experiments, compared to experiments, do not involve “random
assignment of study units to experimental groups”, but are otherwise
similar [61, 62]. Random assignment is sometimes not optimal due to
e.g. constraints concerning cost, participants, or the design of the ex-
periment [61]. Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 use controlled experiments to
compare the performance of using machine learning algorithms to dif-
ferentiate between unsolicited and solicited software. In Chapter 6 the
impact of feature selection algorithms is investigated as well.

3.4 Validity threats

Threats to validity can be divided into four main groups: internal, ex-
ternal, construction and conclusion [59,60]. Each group contains several
threats, which sometimes, might not be applicable in all research de-
signs [62].

External validity threats concern the generalizability of the results.
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Even if the outcome is true in an experiment setting, the same outcome
might be false for a larger scale or in a real world settings [60]. Exter-
nal validity threats are applicable in simulations, since simulations often
concern a manmade model of a system [58]. For example, the choice of
probability distributions of random variables to use in the simulation is
important, which has been addressed in Chapter 4 and 5 by using distri-
butions determined to be applicable in similar situations. The nature of
the data set investigated in Chapter 7 impacts the generalizability, and
as a consequence it needs to be studied further.

Internal validity concerns experimental procedures. Most internal
validity threats concern changes in environment and in participants, and
that such changes do not affect the outcome of the experiment [62]. The
research investigated in this thesis is of the nature that many of the
threats do not apply. Related to this thesis, internal validity threats can
be exemplified by the selection threat, meaning that the selection of the
population affects the results [59]. This can often be avoided by relying
on random sampling from the population. In Chapter 6 this is mitigated
by random manual inspection of instances from the population, and in
Chapter 7 by using a recognized dataset.

Construction validity threats are the result of inadequate definitions
and measurement of variables, e.g. variables defined well enough to
be measured [59, 60]. This is less of a problem in any of the included
publications as the data measured is not open to interpretations. The
data is measured using, within the domain, standardized and accepted
measurements. Chapter 4 and 5 use the average distance as a metric.

Conclusion validity threats concern inaccurately drawn conclusions
from the data [59, 60]. This is also known as statistical conclusion valid-
ity [59]. Examples relevant to this thesis are, e.g. low statistical power or
violated assumptions of statistical tests. The first is approached in Chap-
ters 5 through 7 by having a large sample size to base our conclusions
on. Throughout this thesis, where applicable, standardized statistical
tests are used. In Chapter 6 and 7 this is mitigated using a paired t-test
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available through the Weka platform [63].

3.5 Contributions

The following sections outline the research contributions that have been
published in the articles that constitute Chapters 4 through 7.

Chapter 4, titled On the Simulation of a Software Reputation System,
presents a reputation system for software that is capable of providing
quantitative ratings of software based on qualified user input. A soft-
ware reputation system (SRS) consisting of expert, average, and novice
users is proposed as a complement to let anti-malware companies decide
whether questionable programs should be removed. A simulation of the
variables involved is accomplished by varying the relative size of the
user groups involved, modifying how each user is trusted by the system,
specifying an upper limit of the trust factors and accounting for previous
rating influence. As a proposed result, a balanced, well-informed rating
of judged programs appears, i.e. a balance between quickly reaching a
well-informed decision and by avoiding giving a single voter too much
power. The contribution of this article is the algorithm used to differ-
entiate between users based on knowledge and the simulator presented,
as it is capable of evaluating the algorithm. This chapter contributes to
RQ I, in that it allows a way of providing feedback of software behavior,
based on qualified user input and allows the separation of users based
on input.

Chapter 5, titled Simulating Malicious Users in a Software Reputation

System is a continuation of the work done in Chapter 4. In this article
the usage of a SRS is simulated to investigate the effects that malicious
users have on the system. The results show that malicious users will
have little impact on the overall system, if kept within 10% of the pop-
ulation. However, a coordinated attack against a selected subset of the
applications may distort the reputation of these applications. The re-
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sults also show that there are ways to detect attack attempts in an early
stage.For this study, the simulator had to be extended with a more re-
alistic software popularity distribution and a model of malicious user
behavior. The contribution of this article is twofold. First, it suggests
that the algorithm for differentiating between user knowledge can be
used to detect malicious activities early on in an attack. Second, it sug-
gest that the proposed system is capable of handling a small malicious
user base. This chapter extends the answer of RQ I, by suggesting that
a reputation system for software is still feasible even with a malicious
population.

Chapter 6, titled Informed Software Installation through License Agree-

ment Categorization, presents an automatic prototype for extraction and
classification of EULAs. The extracted EULAs are used to generate a
data set, which is used for comparing four different machine learning
algorithms when classifying EULAs. Furthermore, the effect of fea-
ture selection is investigated and for the top two algorithms, optimiz-
ing the performance using systematic parameter tuning is investigated.
The conclusion is that feature selection and performance tuning are of
limited use in this context, providing limited performance gains. This
shows the applicability of license agreement categorization for realiz-
ing informed software installation. There are two contributions of this
chapter. First, the algorithm for automatic EULA extraction and pro-
cessing, enabling less required user interaction. Secondly, the chapter
investigates the impact of parameter tuning and feature selection, po-
tentially increasing the performance and, regarding feature selection,
adding further processing requirements. This chapter answers RQ II, in
that it provides an automatic way of extracting and classifying EULA
from software, and shows that the impact of preprocessing is neglible.

Chapter 7, titled Social Network-based E-mail Classification, presents an
approach to detecting unsolicited e-mail messages using several data
sources. A multi-source system that is capable of augmenting a clas-
sification model with data about a user gathered from social networks
provides additional decision basis. This article presents a system using
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several social networks when classifying messages. The impact of us-
ing social network data extracted from an e-mail corpus is investigated
and compared to traditional spam classification. The results suggested
in this chapter answers RQ III, allowing users to discern unsolicited e-
mails. The contribution of this paper is the use of personal online social
network data for classification of e-mail messages, allowing the creation
of personalized spam filtering and bootstrapping the learning process.

3.6 Discussion

The techniques investigated in this thesis belong to the category of Knowl-
edge-driven DSS, in the case of Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, or Communi-
cation-driven DSS, in the case of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The premise
was to bring forth expertise of the problem domain as the basis for the
suggested decision, either through other users or through mining the in-
stance based on an understanding of the problem. Using the techniques
investigated in this thesis, the problem of determining whether an in-
stance of e-mail or software is to be labeled as spam or spyware, can
be considered to be semi-structured. Consequently, the final decision
must still be made by the decision-maker and can consequently only be
suggested by the system. This is also a consequence of the legal nature
of the investigated problem. Since the legal status of spam and spyware
differ between nations, the grey-zone may change and as a consequence,
providing optimal decision support is sometimes impossible.

The utility of spyware can be perceived as low by a user if the pri-
mary function of the software does not outweigh the cost of the spyware
part of the program. As a consequence, the utility of spyware depends
on what behavior and consequences the user condones. This has been
the difficulty of labeling grey-zone spyware. Spam can be of a low utility
as spam may be deceptive or contain spyware [6]. Spam is also subjec-
tive, as what is considered spam can differ between users and even for
the same user over a span of time. Processing e-mail messages has a
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certain cost to users, and aiding the user in estimating the utility of the
e-mail message allows users to avoid spam messages.

Techniques capable of being included in a decision support system
allowing users to estimate the utility of an instance of software or e-
mail are investigated. Combining the techniques proposed in Chapter 4-
6 would be a first step towards a better indicator for whether a user
should install an instance of software, given the estimated utility. In-
stead of removing installed spyware — the damage can already be done
once spyware is installed — one potential remedy for the problem of
spyware could be to aid the user in making an informed decision before
the installation process is complete. As a result the spyware application
will never gain access to user information.

A software reputation system would most likely need to be attached
to an already existing infrastructure, be it a social network or an app-
store 1, as attracting users to an application concerned solely with repu-
tation, could be hard. Similarly, the approaches investigated in this the-
sis should be considered a complement to traditional filtering and detec-
tion techniques. First, the approaches investigated dealt with instances
where classification has a certain degree of uncertainty, or a personal-
ized approach is preferable. In such instances, traditional techniques
have a hard time coping. Second, in cases where the techniques inves-
tigated have a hard time making a decision, e.g. in cases where EULAs
are not available, complementing techniques are necessary. The auto-
mated system presented in Chapter 6 was only able to extract EULAs
corresponding to approximately 39% of the applications investigated.
As a consequence, the proposed tool should not be used stand-alone,
but rather in combination with other techniques. In such situations, to
base the suggestion on multiple techniques would be beneficial to the
user.

1Appstores are common for smartphones and are available for computers on e.g.
OS X and soon windows 8, making them a good choice for incorporating a reputation
system.
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3.7 Conclusion

RQ I concerns how a reputation system could be used for software in-
stallation decision support. The main idea was that by providing users
with a reputation for an application before installation took place, it was
possible to avoid spyware or software that was of low utility. In Chap-
ter 4, a system was presented and a way of weighting user-input based
on historical knowledge was investigated. Chapter 5 investigated how
the previously mentioned system work when facing a popularity distri-
bution of the programs, and an increasing population of malicious users
targeting specific programs. The results of these two chapters were that
by weighting user votes according to knowledge it is possible to get re-
liable ratings of software and as a consequence users have a decision
support system capable of determining the utility of a software. The
results suggested that the system is capable, on average, of producing
a rating approximately ±1 from an objects correct rating. The system
evaluated in simulation has not been tested in a real world setting, and
might not necessarily produce similar results.

RQ II concerned preprocessing optimization of machine learning-
based text-classification used to estimate utility of software. Chapter 6
used text-classification to investigate a system that is capable of auto-
matic extraction, processing and classification of a EULA. As a conse-
quence, given that an application contained a EULA, it is possible to
discern whether the application is spyware with a minimal amount of
user interaction. Further, the investigation in Chapter 6 of the impact
of feature selection and parameter optimization suggest negligible im-
provements. The results suggest that EULA analysis, where a EULA
is present, can be used to determine class belongings without tuning
parameters.

RQ III concerned the impact of social interaction information on ma-
chine learning-based text-classification used to estimate utility of e-mail.
Chapter 7 expanded on traditional spam-filtering by introducing social
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awareness to the classification process. Proposed is a system that uses
multiple social networks as basis for determining the utility of e-mail
messages. Using social networks as a basis for the classification, the re-
sults are personalized to each individual user. This system can be used
as a complement to traditional spam filtering techniques, which would
allow users to determine the utility of e-mail messages before opening
them and provide a prioritized reading order. The results of the experi-
ment suggest the social aspects to be useful when determining the utility,
but with limited impact when combined with a traditional approach.

The aim of this thesis, put forth in Section 3.2, concerned how com-
puter-based decision support systems can be used to assist users in es-
timating the utility of a software or e-mail instance. The presented ap-
proaches show that it is possible to provide decision support for detect-
ing software that might be of low utility to users. Given the nature of
the approaches, e.g. EULA missing in many applications, isolated im-
plementations will yield unsatisfactory results in a real world setting.
A combination of the approaches, e.g. to determine the utility of soft-
ware, could yield improved results. The investigated research suggests
the possibility of using machine learning techniques to analyze text and
determine the utility of software and e-mail. In the case of messages,
there is a benefit of adding a social awareness in that the classification
becomes personalized. Additionally, allowing users to share opinions
of software would allow informed decision making when trying to es-
timate the utility of said software. Reputation systems can presumably
also benefit from using social network data as a basis for user impact.
The conclusion that can be made from the presented research, suggests
that it is possible for users to estimate the utility of instances either by
sharing opinions with other users via a reputation system or automati-
cally analyzing text embedded in instance.
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3.8 Future Work

Interesting approaches could be investigating whether to combine mul-
tiple decision bases and how to combine outcomes, e.g. how to combine
outcomes from EULA analysis and reputation systems. The use of social
network based weighting of opinions in reputation systems is also an in-
teresting aspect to investigate, i.e. whether the opinions of my friends
should be more important than those of strangers. The system presented
in Chapter 4 and 5 have not been tested in a real world setting, and the
generalizability of the study should be investigated.

The research presented in Chapter 7 requires further investigation.
Interesting research could include how to weight the data from differ-
ent social networks, multi-label classification of messages, or context-
based classification. The approach should also be investigated using
data where identities can be linked to multiple social networks.
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Four

On the Simulation of a Software

Reputation System

Martin Boldt, Anton Borg, Bengt Carlsson

Abstract

Today, there are difficulties finding all malicious programs due
to juridical restrictions and deficits concerning the anti-malicious
programs. Also, a “grey-zone” of questionable programs exists,
hard for different protection programs to handle and almost im-
possible for a single user to judge. A software reputation system
consisting of expert, average and novice users are proposed as an
alternative to let anti-malware programs or dedicated human ex-
perts decide about questionable programs. A simulation of the
factors involved is accomplished by varying the user groups in-
volved, modifying each user’s individual trust factor, specifying
an upper trust factor limit and accounting for previous rating in-
fluence. As a proposed result, a balanced, well-informed rating of
judged programs appears, i.e. a balance between quickly reaching
a well-informed decision and not giving a single voter too much
power.
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4.1 Introduction

Today several hundred thousands of software programs exist, making it
almost impossible for a single user to by herself decide what is good and
what is bad. Of course tools to prevent and remove viruses and spyware
have existed for a long time, but not all malicious programs are found
due to juridical restrictions, i.e. the legal status of these applications are
questioned, placing them in an grey-zone between good and bad soft-
ware. This results in a large amount of applications that anti-malware
developers are being cautious about removing, due tot the potential for
legal retribution. So, a “grey-zone” of questionable programs exists,
hard for different protection program to handle and almost impossible
for a single user to judge. Also, the availability of preventive software
has been limited, already installed malicious software are found and
removed but then the damage might already be done.

The inability of traditional anti-malware applications to handle, due
to restrictions put upon them, the programs that exist in the previously
mentioned grey-zone, leaves user unprotected. A complement, to using
anti-malware software for deciding about unwanted programs, is to use
a reputation system, i.e. ranking of new and previous unfamiliar soft-
ware as a method for investigating the “true” appearance of a program.
Using professional experts for doing this is both expensive and unreal-
istic due to the huge amount of non-investigated programs. Instead we
propose a pool of ordinary users with different skills making necessary
decisions about the quality of different software. However, there is still
a need for more traditional anti-malware tools for targeting the clear-cut
malware types that by no means could be placed inside the “grey-zone”
between good and bad software, such as viruses and worms.

The purpose of this work is to investigate how many and what im-
pact expert users need to have on a reputation system making it reliable,
i.e. if it is possible to get a stable system by having few experts com-
pensating for a vast majority of users with limited ability to rate an
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application. We simulate a reputation system with input from different
skilled users and investigate a way of mitigating bad user ratings by
using trust factors rewarding good users’ good actions and punishing
bad actions. The goal of the simulation is to find critical parameters for
correctly classifying large number of different programs with a realistic
base of different skilled users.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. First we
discuss the related work in Section 4.2 and introduce the software rep-
utation system in Section 4.3. We continue in Section 4.4 by introduc-
ing the simulator software and in Section 4.5 we present the scenarios.
In Section 4.6 we present our results, which then are discussed in Sec-
tion 4.7. We conclude by stating our conclusions and suggestions for
future work in Section 4.8 and 4.9 respectively.

4.2 Related Work

Recommender systems are used to provide the user with an idea of other
users’ thoughts about products, i.e. whether they are good or bad. These
kinds of systems are mostly used in commercial websites suggesting ad-
ditional products, which the user might consider buying, exemplified
in Amazon [6]. Recommender systems are not limited to commercial
services, but also exist in other recommendation services such as Inter-
net Movie Database (IMDb) [4]. IMDb uses recommender systems to
suggest movies to users based on the opinions of other users that have
shown similar tastes. Adomavicius and Tuzhilin provide, in their survey
on the subject, a deep introduction of recommender systems, as well as
some of the limitations [13].

eBay [3] makes use of a reputation system that allows users to rate
buyers and sellers within the system, as a way to establish reputation
among users. This reputation system makes it easier for users to distin-
guish dishonest users from trustworthy users. Experiments conducted
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by Resnick et al. also show that users with a higher reputation have a
higher likelihood to sell items [5], [8]. Since reputation systems rely on
the input of the users to calculate the ratings, it has to be able to establish
trust between users and towards the system [5], [9]. This is especially
important when one considers the fact that the users of a software rep-
utation system will have varying degrees of computer knowledge, and
their ability to rate an application will thus be of different quality. There
also exists the possibility of a user acting as several agents and actively
reporting an erroneous rating in order to give a competitor a bad repu-
tation or increase rating of a chosen object, i.e. a Sybil attack [2]. Even
though this can be a potential problem to our proposed system, it is not
within the scope of this paper to further analyze such scenarios. Fur-
thermore there exist proposed solutions to this problem, for instance
SybilGuard by Yu et al. [14].

The problem of erroneous ratings will, in a system such as IMDb,
correct itself over time, but in a system such as the one proposed by Boldt
et al. [1], where the intent is to advice on malicious software to users who
might not be able to tell the difference, this presents a greater problem.
Whitby et al. has put forth an idea of how to solve this problem [12] by
filtering the unfair ratings, and their simulations show that the idea has
merit. Traupman and Wilensky [15] try to mitigate the effects of false
feedback in peer-to-peer applications by using algorithms to determine
a users true reputation. However, these ideas might not be ideal under
all circumstances, as they add another layer of complexity to the system,
as well as another step of work to be done.

J£sang et al. [5] summarize, among other things, different ways of
computing the rating of an object and one of the conclusions is that
reputation systems originating from academia have a tendency to be
complex compared to industrial implementations. We have opted for a
simpler system, where the rating is weighted by trustworthiness of the
user.

Among simulations done on the area of reputations systems, J£sang
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et al. has conducted a simulation on an e-market, concluding that
reputation systems are necessary in order for the e-market to become
healthy [10]. They also come to the conclusion that reputation systems
should be configured to forget old ratings in order for new ratings to
have impact, i.e. the system should be able to change opinion concern-
ing an object.

4.3 Software Reputation System

As presented in the previous section, ranking of new and previous un-
familiar software is a common method for investigating the “true” ap-
pearance of a program before installing it. Using professional experts
for doing this is both expensive and unrealistic due to the huge amount
of software programs that are developed every year. Instead the opin-
ions are gathered from a pool of ordinary voluntary users that agree to
benefit from the common knowledge by providing ratings for the soft-
ware they are most familiar with. In this way each participant is asked
to rate software on a discrete scale (1 to 10) after they have used that
software during a certain time-frame, i.e. the user have had time to form
an opinion about that particular software program. The ratings given by
the system users should be all-embracing, i.e. including different parts
such as (but not limited to) the software’s features, behavior, usability,
stability, performance and privacy aspects.

4.3.1 System Design

We propose a client-server based system where each user has a small
client software installed through which it is possible for the user to both
send and retrieve information from the central server that handles all
software reputation calculations. The client identifies software by calcu-
lating hash digests on the actual program file data, e.g. SHA-256. This
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means that a software reputation is associated with each new version
of a program, but the reputation of several subversions can be propa-
gated up to one major version that is then presented to the user. It is
also possible to calculate for instance the average rating of a certain soft-
ware vendor based on the individual reputations of all programs that a
particular vendor has developed.

In an attempt to get as accurate ratings as possible from the user,
the client software asks the user to rate the software he/she uses most
frequently, i.e. the user is familiar with the software and has an opinion
about it to base the rating on. Each rating includes one mandatory field
that represent an overall rating on some grading scale, in this case [1,10]
inclusive. It is also possible for the user to provide additional informa-
tion, but this is optional. We believe it is of great significance not to
ask the users to provide too much information since many users would
find this most annoying, and therefore provide random or no feedback
at all. However, we believe computer users would accept to rate one or
two software per month if they in return get access to all previous users’
ratings for software programs that the user is considering installing.

To address the ever-existing problem with participants that provide
false information to a collaborative system we incorporate user-individual
trust factors (TF). This means that each user is assigned a TF that states
the amount of influence each user have in the system. New users are
always given the lowest possible TF, but as they use the system and
prove to be trustworthy this value increases. Each time a user uses the
client program to submit a rating it is forwarded to the reputation server
for further processing. On the server-side the rating is compared to the
average of all previous ratings on that particular software and if it is
close then the user’s TF is increased, otherwise it is decreased. That way
the TF of users that provide accurate ratings increase which give them
more influence in the system, while it decrease for the rest of the users.
Although the effect of this implementation is that the input from some
users is amplified to dominate a large portion of the overall system, we
believe it is important to include all users’ votes when calculating the re-
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sulting software ratings in the system. This way, even non-expert users
such as novice and new users can rest assures that their voice is listened
to and is important.

It is of significant importance to make sure the users’ privacy is suf-
ficiently protected in a software reputation system, since it handles sen-
sitive information about what software each user have installed on their
computer and their associated ratings. A situation where it would be
possible to combine IP addresses with the information about what soft-
ware these computers include could for instance reveal which computers
that are vulnerable to certain remotely exploitable vulnerabilities. In ad-
dition to this it is also important to protect users’ privacy since one of
the main goals of a software reputation system itself is to assist users in
protecting against potentially malicious programs that invade privacy.
We therefore need to make sure that the system does not intrude on
users’ privacy more than absolutely necessary. However, we still need to
store some minimal amount of information about the user to address the
problem with vote flooding, i.e. we need to distinguish between unique
users’ votes for each software to guarantee that duplicate votes do not
occur. A thorough description of the techniques and design choices used
for this software reputation system is available in [1].

4.4 Software Reputation System Simulator

In this section we start by describing the design and workings of the
simulator and then move on to explain how we modeled the users in
our experiments.

4.4.1 Simulator Design

The simulator itself was implemented in Java and all configuration of
the simulator is carried out through configuration files that allow the
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operator to fine-tune every aspect of the scenario that should be sim-
ulated. The simulator is deterministic, meaning that it is possible to
rerun a scenario several times and always get the same results, or more
interestingly to change a certain variable in the scenario setup and be
sure that the changes in the end-result are due to the alteration of that
particular variable.

Individual objects represent users and software that are simulated,
i.e. one Java object per simulated user and software. These objects are
stored in two different linked lists that keep track of all user and soft-
ware objects. A simulation basically consists of iterating through the
linked list of all user objects in sequence, allowing each user to rate a
randomly selected software object, until the correct number of votes has
been simulated. An important addition to this process is that the linked
list of all user objects is shuffled before each iteration proceeds. At cer-
tain intervals, for instance every 10% progress, the simulator outputs
various degrees of statistics depending on the particular configuration.

Each software object includes variables that store information about
its “correct” rating, the number of votes it has received and the sum of
all weighted votes, which makes it possible to calculate the software’s
weighted average rating as explained in Equation 2 in the next subsec-
tion. The “correct” rating mentioned above is used for two purposes in
our simulator. First, it is used for evaluating the accuracy of the simu-
lated reputation system. Even though such a correct rating might not
exist in the real world due to users’ subjective beliefs, we use them as a
way to evaluate the accuracy of the simulated reputation system. Sec-
ondly it is also used when constructing the user’s vote as described in
the next subsection.

The evaluation of a simulation consists of summarizing the absolute
distance between software’s correct rating and weighted average rating,
and finally dividing it with the number of software included in the sim-
ulation. The resulting value is the evaluation score (ES), i.e. the average
distance from all software programs’ correct ratings. This score rep-
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resent how accurate the simulated software reputation system is when
providing software ratings to its users. One should always strive to reach
an as low ES as possible, since an ES of 0.0 represent that the software
reputation system on average provide its users with ratings that are 0.0
votes from its correct value. In other words bang on target. In the next
subsection we present how the users in the simulations are modeled.

4.4.2 User Models

We have divided the simulated users into three groups based on their
technical knowledge and accuracy in rating software. Each user simu-
lated belongs to exactly one of these groups, which determines the users
voting variance. Figure 4.1 shows each groups’ voting variance (or error
rate), which lies within the interval [+5, -5] inclusive. The expert users in
Figure 4.1 rate software correctly 50% of the times, and in the remaining
part rate the software either one step below or above its correct rating,
i.e. the expert users always manage to rate a software within a 1 step
wide window around its correct rating. The second group is the average
users that tries to rate software correctly, but with lesser accuracy than
the experts, i.e. they rate up to 3 steps above or below the correct rating
due to lack of skills. Still an average user is better than a novice user
that has an error margin of 5 steps above or below the correct rating.
Figure 4.1 also shows, as lines, the actual outcome of the distribution
during our simulation. The discrepancy of these values are due to prob-
lems of giving the worst rated grades for certain types of programs that
already are close to one of the rating scale borders. In such cases a new
vote variance is randomized based on the user’s voting distribution in
Figure 4.1, hence the greater probability for a voting variance close to 0.

In addition to the users’ own ability in rating software it is also pos-
sible for the simulator to simulate that they are influenced by previous
user’s ratings. This would for instance occur when a user is unsure what
rating to assign a certain software and therefore use that software’s cur-
rent average rating as guidance when making up his/her mind. In our
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Figure 4.1: The voting variance for each of the three simulated user
groups, which lies between +5 and -5 grades away from the software’s
correct rating. The modeled voting variances are shown as bars, and the
actual ones as lines.

simulations we refer to this as the previous rating influence (PRI), which
is represented as a number on the continuous scale [0-1] inclusive. We
argue that the PRI effect increases as users become less confident about
how to rate software. Experts are not very influenced by the already ex-
isting rating and thus have a relatively low PRI, in this case 6.25%. The
group of average users is more likely to be influenced, thus earning them
a PRI of 12.5%. The novice group on the other hand will most likely be
very influenced by the already existing rating, and be more inclined to
give a rating that is similar to the existing. To simulate this we give the
novice group a PRI of 25%. As shown in Equation 4.1. below users’
votes are generated by adding the user’s vote variance to the software’s
correct rating, which results in that users from the different groups rate
software differently.
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Vote = (1− PRI) ∗ (CorrectRating+VoteVariation)+ PRI ∗ AverageRating

(4.1)

When no PRI is used a user’s vote is calculated by simply adding
the software’s correct rating with the user’s randomized vote variance.
However, when PRI is used the vote is instead pushed towards the soft-
ware’s average rating to various degrees, based on the amount of PRI
that is simulated.

An important aspect in the simulations is how to adjust the users’
trust factors. The simulator allows its operator to tune four different
variables that directly control how the TF is being calculated. First of
all the operator has to decide if the TF should increase or decrease in
an exponential or linear fashion. Secondly, decide what the change-rate
should be, e.g. if a linear value of 2.0 is used then TF would increase
or decrease by 2.0 based on whether the user manages to pinpoint the
software’s correct rating or not. If, on the other hand, an exponential
value of 1.25 is used the user’s TF will either increase or decrease with a
factor 1.25 based on the current value. The third variable that is available
to the operator is the potential to include a maximum level, or ceiling,
which the TF cannot exceed. Finally it is also possible to have the TF
decrease faster than it increases by enabling the decrease factor (DF),
i.e. a DF of 1.5 will result in that a user’s TF decreases with a factor
1.5 more than it increases. The DF could be used as a sanction method
against misbehaving or cheating users. However, it has not been further
investigated in the experiments presented in this paper.

4.4.3 Simulation steps

During the initialization of the simulator each program is randomly as-
signed its “correct” rating which is used for evaluation purposes. Next,
the users are assigned to the simulated groups according the propor-
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tions defined in the configuration files. Then the simulation starts and
executes according to the following steps:

1. Shuffle the list of users

2. Sequentially select each user from the list

3. Randomly select a software

4. Randomize new vote variance for user

5. Create vote (Equation 4.1.)

6. Increase vote counter by 1

7. Update software’s weighted average (Equation 4.2)

8. Update user’s trust factor

9. Repeat for each user in list

10. Repeat until specified number of votes are reached

The software’s weighted average score is calculated based on both
the user’s vote and trust factor, as explained in Equation 2. This renders
in that users’ votes are being weighted differently based on their indi-
vidual trust factors, i.e. amplifying the votes from trustworthy users.

AverageRating =
∑ (votei ∗ TrustFactori)

∑ TrustFactori
(4.2)

After each vote the user’s TF is updated based on how far away from
the software’s current weighted average the vote is. If the vote is exactly
the same as the weighted average the TF is increased, while it is kept as
is if the vote is 1 step above or below. However, if the distance is further
than 1 step the TF is decreased.
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4.5 Simulated Scenarios

As seen in the background section, ranking of new and previously un-
familiar software is a common method for investigating the “true” ap-
pearance of a program before installing it. Using professional experts for
doing this is both expensive and unrealistic due to the huge amount of
non-investigated programs. Instead a pool of ordinary users with differ-
ent skills is proposed where each participant repeatedly votes between
1 and 10 before new programs are installed. The voting is based on the
user’s skill, but also on the previous rating of the program. A skilled
user may improve his own reputation by repeatedly giving votes close
to the “true” value, i.e. similar to the professional expert. By doing so
it is possible to increase the value of the vote either by a linear or an
exponential increase.

In a recommendation system different actors may appear. We used
the previous described groups of experts, average and novice users in
the simulation of our reputation system. All users have one equal valued
vote to start with and are supposed to repeatedly rate new software. All
simulations in this work include a fixed population of different skilled
users with 9.4% experts, 27.1% average users and 63.5% novice users. We
decided to use these estimates based on the PEW Internet & American
Life Project’s statistics of user demography of information technology
users [7].

Within this population all groups give a vote based on actual skills,
and in some cases also based on the influences from previous voters, i.e.
the weighted average for that particular software. Some of the simula-
tions also measures what effects scaling up or down the proportion of
different users have on the system, e.g. how system accuracy is affected
when scaling down the number of expert users by half.

The above-mentioned groups were simulated for one million users
voting for 100000 different programs, i.e. it is unlikely that one user will
vote more than once for a single program. We chose to include 100000
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programs based on the number of software application included in Web-
based reputation systems, e.g. Softonic [11]. One million users is argued
to be a realistic number due to the fact that such a system is globally
accessible and therefore benefiting from network effects. The scenarios
that we simulate in this paper include 48 and 96 million votes, which
represent a two or four years use of a system with one million users,
and an average voting frequency of two votes/month.

4.6 Results

First we investigate how big an impact we may give a single voter with-
out looking at the result other voters have given for the population of
voters described above. Next, we look at the impact of previous rating
influence where the different groups of voters are more or less influ-
enced by the judgment already done. Then the proportions of experts,
average and novice users are varied. Finally we investigate how system
accuracy is when the correct rating for 25% of all simulated software
programs are known before the simulation is started, i.e. that they are
bootstrapped with the correct rating.

4.6.1 Trust Factors and Limits

Different trust factors varying in range from 1.05 to 2.0 were investigated
with either linear or exponential increase. Each group of users starts
with a TF set to 1.0 with an increase of the chosen trust value for each
vote that is placed within one step above or below the software’s current
average rating. If the vote is up to one step away from the correct value
the TF is left unchanged. Otherwise, i.e. two steps or more, the TF is
decreased by the same trust factor. A user can never have a TF lower than
1.0. Each participant voted 48 times each and in all 1 million users voted
for 100000 programs in this simulation. Figure 4.2 shows the outcome for
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Figure 4.2: 9.4% expert, 27.1% average and 63.5% novice users voting
with a varying trust factor during 48 votes each.

the chosen number of different users and various maximum TF limits.
The linear outcome for different TFs shows a very limited improvement
with increasing TFs and thus is not further investigated. The lowest
average distance was reached for an exponential TF or 1.25 where both
lower and higher TF showed worse performance. For this reason we
decided to use a 1.25 exponential TF during the rest of the simulations.

Next we investigated the need for a maximum limit of the user’s TF.
Figure 4.3 shows what happens when the following limits are specified
for the TF; 1, 10, 100 and 1000 and unlimited. An unlimited TF settles
around 0.5 from the correct value but may give a single voter an un-
proportional big impact on the voting system. Limiting the TF to 1000
is a reasonable compromise where the first 25 votes will behave as un-
limited and settles around 0.7 with a slightly increase during prolonged
voting time. This has to do with a relative TF increase of less skilled
average users due to the expert reaching the 1000 TF limit as shown in
the next figure. Figure 4.4 shows the outcome for each category on a
logarithmic scale. The novice user hardly reaches above 1 where the
average user has a small but constant increase. However, the TF of the
expert users reaches 10, 100 and 1000 respectively when these limits are
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Figure 4.3: 9.4% expert, 27.1% average and 63.5% novice users voting
with a 1.25 exponential trust factor during 96 votes each.

specified, and reaches 1 million after 48 votes when no limit at all is
used. So, in all cases the expert voter has a dominant position, but not a
100% voting accuracy. As even expert users commit errors when voting
they should not be given unrealistically high TF. In our setting an expert
is predicting the correct value 50% of the time, i.e. the impact from an
expert with huge TF giving a wrong value distort the result from the
correct decision. The “knee” on the curve associated with the experts
in Figure 4.4 is due to the lack of measurements for TF limits between
10000 and unlimited.

4.6.2 Previous Rating Influences

Some commercial recommendation systems make previously given votes
available to the users when they decide on their vote, i.e. the previous
rating influence (PRI). This can give both positive and negative conse-
quences that should be considered. The different user groups have dif-
ferent levels of knowledge, and thus are guided by the already existing
rating to different degrees. To measure the effects that PRI have on a soft-
ware reputation system we simulated a scenario where each user-group
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Figure 4.4: Number of votes for each user group with different trust
factor limits during 48 votes per user.

were influenced by 1/16, 1/8 and 1/4 for expert, average and novice
users respectively. When for instance a novice user rate a software his
vote is to 75% decided based on his level of knowledge and to 25% based
on that program’s current average rating. Figure 4.5 shows the results
of this simulation. As seen in Figure 4.5, there is a slight improvement
in the beginning of the simulation when PRI is used. However, perfor-
mance then stabilizes around the same levels as when no PRI is used.
There is for instance no noticeable improvement in the case with a TF
limit of 1000 compared to the results in Figure 4.3. When activating
PRI in the simulation both novice and average users will improve their
marking ability, which in turn result in that their TF increases. This
can be seen in Figure 4.6 where the trust factor of both the novice and
average users has increased several times compared to the results in Fig-
ure 4.4. The results in Figure 4.6 show that the TF of all user groups has
increased when PRI is enabled. This can be attributed to the fact that for
instance the novice group has a higher tendency to follow the already
set ratings, i.e. the results from the average and expert users. Due to
this, they will rate an application more accurately, which will increase
their trust in the system. As already stated, this results in a higher TF
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Figure 4.5: Simulation with a previous rating influence (PRI) of 6.25%,
12.5%, 25% for experts, average and novice users. Also a exponential
trust factor (TF) of 1.25 was used and 96 votes per user, which corre-
sponds to four years of system usage if each user votes on average twice
a month.

Figure 4.6: Development of the trust factor (TF) for each user group
when previous rating influence (PRI) is enabled. These results are based
on an exponetial trust factor of 1.25 without any TF limit.
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for the novice group. Based on the size of the novice group they will
have a higher impact on the system. Even though the novice group has
a higher tendency to follow the average ratings, they will still introduce
votes that are distanced from the correct rating of software, which dete-
riorates the overall system accuracy. We have also simulated scenarios
with higher PRI values for all user groups, but without any significant
improvement of the system accuracy. These results therefore show that
the system accuracy is not significantly improved when PRI is enabled
and that the reputation system is more stable without it.

4.6.3 Demography Variations and Bootstrapping

Figure 4.7 shows how the user demography of the simulated users af-
fects the system accuracy. We varied the size of the different user groups
around the survey results presented by PEW Internet & American Life
Project. We can see that the size of the expert and average groups clearly
make a difference in the beginning of the simulation, i.e. higher number
of expert and average users increases system accuracy. However, as the
simulation progresses and the TF of each simulated user is fine-tuned
the system accuracy increases for all user constellations. An increased
number of experts perform better than increasing the number of average
users in relation to novice users. To improve the system accuracy further
we also simulated a scenario where already available software reputa-
tions were collected from third parties and used to initialize the software
reputation database before it was put into use. Figure 4.8 shows how
the accuracy of the system is affected when 25% of the software inside
the reputation database is bootstrapped with trusted data with a total
value of 5000, i.e. equal to five votes from full-fledged experts. When
compared with Figure 4.7 it is clear that the system accuracy is posi-
tively affected in the beginning of the simulation, but as the simulation
continues the difference between whether bootstrapping is used or not
decreases. We also ran a set of experiments without any expert users
at all just to investigate whether or not the software reputation system
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Figure 4.7: System accuracy for several different user group constella-
tions with varying number of expert and average users. In this exper-
iment the previous rating influence was turned off and an exponential
factor of 1.25 was used together with a trust factor limit of 1000.

would still function properly in such a scenario. When omitting all ex-
pert users, leaving 27% average and 73% novice users, the system shows
an accuracy score of approximately 1.8. in the beginning of the simula-
tion which then improves towards 1.2. Finally we also simulated the use
of a software reputation system during an extended period of time, in
this case 1200 votes per user, without seeing any tendency of degraded
system accuracy. Even though the scenario is questionable since all soft-
ware programs are identical it doesn’t show any evidence of decreased
performance, i.e. the reputation system seams to be stable. In fact the
accuracy is continuously improving through out the simulation during
this extended simulation, and the overall system accuracy stops at 0.95.
During the whole simulation the TF of the novice users are quite low,
with an average of 2.8. At the same time the TF of the average users
stabilize around 890 while the experts quickly reach the TF limit of 1000.
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Figure 4.8: The same setup as in the previous diagram but in this ex-
periment we bootstrapped the reputation for 25% of the software with
reputation data from trusted sources.

4.7 Discussion

The idea behind the simulated reputation system is to reward users
that provide accurate ratings and punish faulty or not properly thought
through decisions, which will improve the software reputations within
the system. The experiments assume that there exists a “correct” rating
of each software for initial settings and evaluation purposes. However,
whether such a correct rating exists in a real world setting is not nec-
essarily true. It is therefore hard for a single person to define exactly
what the correct rating for the particular software should be, but based
on several users’ ratings it is possible to come to a common compro-
mise, which then is used as a baseline when deciding whether or not to
increase or decrease users’ TFs.
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In this work we have used simulation as the means to identify how
the users’ TF should be adjusted within a software reputation system
to reach an accurate, stable and sustainable system to mimic the view
of a professional expert. In this investigation we primarily look at the
behavior of the voter. From a single program’s point of view different
skilled voters may end up voting close to the “correct value”, i.e. on
average votes below and above this value are compensated. So, the
average value for a single program is better than the user’s performed
absolute distance value. By introducing a trust factor and/or previous
rating influence the overall performance for various groups of users was
increased, i.e. the absolute distance value coming closer to the average
value. This was true even in groups dominated by unskilled novice and
average users making the outcome of the voting procedure more robust.

Unlike professional experts the simulated population consists of dif-
ferent skilled users voting twice a month during two or four years. In
the beginning of the simulations each voter has given a very limited
amount of votes, i.e. only a small fraction of all available programs are
being rated by a single voter. The simulation results show an expo-
nential increase of the TF to be better than a linear increasing, and that
a factor of 1.25 was most promising for an accurate system. Through
the simulations we also found that an upper TF limitation of 1000 is
preferable. If this limitation is being omitted the TF of the expert users
quickly increases to levels that make the whole system unstable because
of these users’ small, but still existing, rating fluctuations. Therefore
the upper TF limit creates a balance between fast reaching and well-
informed ratings, without giving a single user too much influence. In
a real situation other factors, such as malicious behavior, makes this ar-
gument even more important within the system. If a single user can get
extremely high TF values it is possible for malicious actors to use this to
manipulate the rating of the particular software for their own personal
gain.

Intuitively it might seem interesting to allow users to see all previous
ratings (PRI) when they make up their mind about how to rate a certain
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software, since this at first could be thought to improve the decisions
of the less skilled users. However, if the system makes use of TFs this
is not the case since novice and average users will improve their TFs,
i.e. their normal voting variance will exceedingly negative influence the
program evaluation. Through the simulations we also investigated how
the proportion of experts, average and novice users affects the system
accuracy and stability. By increasing and decreasing the number of ex-
perts and average users we were able to draw the conclusions that the
system accuracy improves as expert users sign up to the system. For
all investigated populations the system accuracy improves from initial
not-to-well judgments in the beginning of the simulation to closer to the
correct ratings, for instance when 85% novice users and less than 5%
experts are being simulated.

In our simulations we have also showed that it is possible to improve
the initial system accuracy before the system is made publicly available
by bootstrapping the database with trusted reputation data. Such boot-
strapping data could for instance be gathered from web-based services
available on the Internet. Furthermore we also show that the system is
stable and accurate when users submit ratings with a higher frequency.
In this case when each user submits on average 1200 votes over a four
years period, i.e. about one votes per day.

When summarizing all simulated scenarios we come to the conclu-
sion that it is possible for computer users to rely on a stable software
reputation system that assist them when identifying well-reputed soft-
ware and as well when avoiding questionable or malicious software pro-
grams.

4.8 Conclusions

A software reputation system consisting of expert, average and novice
users was simulated as an alternative to let anti-malware programs or
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dedicated human experts decide about questionable programs. Within
the simulated population, the different skilled users voted twice a month
during at most four years. Each voter starts with a single vote and by
varying the increase of the trust factor (TF), the upper TF limit and pre-
vious rating influence (PRI), with a resulting balanced, well-informed
rating of judged programs as the proposed outcome. An exponentially
increased TF was better than a linear, and a system that allowed voters to
see previous users’ votes performed better, i.e. with PRI. More precisely
an exponential increase of 1.25 for the TF with a TF limit of 1000 within
an experimental setting of less than 5% experts in a population exceed-
ing 80% novices still performed well. Such a setup allowed a balance
between quickly reaching a well-informed decision and not giving a sin-
gle voter too much power. In our opinion the reputation systems will
become a more commonplace advisory tool in the future with the pos-
sibility to provide an advice to the user that most likely will be helpful,
i.e. being able to handle erroneous, good and bad ratings, and without
losing the integrity of the system.

4.9 Future Work

Our simulated environment lacks some real world parameters that will
be further investigated as the work progresses. First, we will simu-
late various attack schemes that are used by malicious actors to gain
control over the reputation system. Secondly, we will investigate how
system accuracy is affected when users are handled more dynamically,
e.g. when new users join up during the simulation and that established
users’ leaves. Finally, this should also include scenarios where new and
unknown programs are being added on the fly or when old programs
are being overridden.
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Simulating Malicious Users in a

Software Reputation System

Martin Boldt, Anton Borg, Bengt Carlsson

Abstract

Today, computer users have trouble in separating malicious
and legitimate software. Traditional countermeasures such as anti-
virus tools mainly protect against truly malicious programs, but
the situation is complicated due to a “grey-zone” of questionable
programs that are difficult to classify. We therefore suggest a soft-
ware reputation system (SRS) to help computer users in separating
legitimate software from its counterparts. In this paper we sim-
ulate the usage of a SRS to investigate the effects that malicious
users have on the system. Our results show that malicious users
will have little impact on the overall system, if kept within 10% of
the population. However, a coordinated attack against a selected
subset of the applications may distort the reputation of these appli-
cations. The results also show that there are ways to detect attack
attempts in an early stage. Our conclusion is that a SRS could be
used as a decision support system to protect against questionable
software.
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5.1 Introduction

Among the vast horde of software available to the users today, the user
is expected to differentiate between various types of software. For ex-
ample, the user is supposed to be able to recognize software that bundle
other programs in order to exploit the user. These programs are often
of a dubious nature, monitoring the users habits and selling the infor-
mation to third parties, alternatively displaying various advertisements
that correspond to the users interests [14]. The nature of these programs
often makes them fall under categories such as spyware or adware [5].

As the legal status of these programs differ between different juridi-
cal territories, these programs fall in a legal grey-zone and as a result
the anti-virus industry has hesitated to remove them1. Regardless of
this, there still exist tools that operate in a manner similar to anti-virus
programs available, commonly known as anti-spyware programs. How-
ever, there are two main problems with these applications. First, due
to the legal status of the programs in question, there is a concern that
anti-spyware programs, because of pressure from software developers,
will catch not all dubious applications. Second, many of today’s anti-
spyware programs are such that they will only remove already installed
spyware, failing to prevent new spyware from installing. Thus the dam-
age might already be done when anti-spyware applications detect the
spyware.

We have proposed using a software reputation system (SRS) as a
complement to traditional anti-spyware tools, in order to mitigate sev-
eral of the questioned aspects of the traditional approach [2], [3]. The
idea behind SRS is that users should provide ratings of programs that
they use, thus providing a collaborative platform for judging appli-
cations whilst also removing the legal pressure that traditional anti-
spyware developers are subject to. The users will, when trying to in-
stall applications be presented with information on how other users

1http://www.benedelman.org/spyware/
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have rated the program in question, i.e. providing a preventive mean
of allowing informed user decisions. This would provide a mean of pre-
venting the damage done by spyware, as opposed to trying to clean up
afterwards.

In this paper we rely on a custom-made simulator for simulating the
use of a SRS with users entering and leaving the community dynam-
ically. In this setting we investigate the effects of having a portion of
the user-base participating in an attack on a small number of the ap-
plications, where they try to maximize different variables for distorting
the rating within the SRS. We investigate both the effects on the overall
system and for the targeted software programs.

In section 5.2 we present the related work, which in section 5.3 is
followed by the background of the study. In section 5.4 we present the
simulator and how the experiment was designed. In section 5.5 the
results from the simulation are shown. The results are discussed in
section 5.6 and conclusions are presented in section 5.7.

5.2 Related Work

Reputation and recommender systems have increased in popularity since
their introduction in the early 1990s, much due to the rapid spread of
Internet connectivity. One of the earliest systems was GroupLens that
were presented in 1994 by Resnick et al. [12], which enabled automatic
filtering of newsgroup content based on the community users’ feedback.

Reputation systems and recommender systems are related to each
other, but the main difference is that reputation systems take explicit
ratings from the users [9]; while recommender systems instead rely
on events such as previous purchases of some goods, e.g. books [13].
A well known example of a reputation system is the Internet Movie
Database, IMDb, that compile overall movie scores from individual com-
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munity users’ movie ratings. One example of a recommender system
is Amazon.com that recommend potentially interesting goods to cus-
tomers based on for instance previous purchases.

Reputation systems are vulnerable to attack from stakeholders that
have much to gain if being able to tweak such systems. As a result there
exists several attacks, which Marmol and Perez elaborate on [10]. The
attacks range from individual to collaborative in nature, which attack
either the whole system or a subset thereof. Some attacks also include
camouflaging techniques based on for instance oscillating or random
behaviors that allow the malicious users to behave trustworthy except
during brief raids. For each attack Marmol and Perez present the cost
and detectability, and a conclusion is that an attacker that can cope with
medium to high costs can generate attacks with low detectability.

Another taxonomy of the attacks within reputation systems are pre-
sented by Hoffman et al. [6], and one conclusion they draw is that it
is the open nature of reputation systems that allow for various attacks,
which are hard to defend against. Reputation systems are vulnerable to
these attacks according to Hoffman et al.:

- Self-promoting, attackers falsely manipulate their own reputation
by increasing it.

- Whitewashing, attackers abuse the system but manage to escape
the consequences, e.g. by resetting their reputation through some
system vulnerability or by rejoining with a new identity.

- Slandering, attackers manipulate the reputation of a victim by re-
porting false data to lower the victim’s reputation.

- Orchestrated, attackers apply several of the above mentioned at-
tack techniques in a sophisticated attack.

- Sybil, a single attacker manage to create a large number of sybil
identities within the community that each represent one vote, i.e.
allowing the attacker to have several votes.
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- Denial of service, attackers manage to subvert the underlying mech-
anisms of the reputation system.

Both Hoffman and Marmol Perez also present defense strategies as a
way to defend against the mentioned attacks. Such defense strategies are
composed by a number of techniques, such as heuristics, statistics, ran-
domization and cryptography. One example of an effective defense strat-
egy that is used to protect against file pollution in file-sharing networks
is Credence [15], which make use of heuristics, statistics, and cryptog-
raphy. Finally, Josang and Golbeck stress the importance of robustness
in reputation systems, and they also present some insights about the
problems involved in developing a standardized test environment for
evaluating all different types of reputation systems [8].

5.3 Background

In a previous study we investigated the feasibility of a software reputa-
tion system in regards to the individual trust factor of users as well as
the accuracy of the system given the environment [2]. We found that
using user-based trust factors allows separation between different user
groups based on their experience, i.e. accuracy in rating software. The
individual trust factors reward users with more experience, resulting in
an overall stable system.

The previous study was done by implementing a simulator that in-
corporated user models with different skill levels, which allowed us to
simulate various scenarios. In this study we will investigate the effect
from malicious user within a SRS. Also, unlike the previous study, users
are allowed to enter and terminate their participation within the system,
i.e. we are simulating a dynamic system. These scenarios are further
explained in section 4 and the simulator is thoroughly explained in [2].

One important difference between a SRS and for instance IMDb is
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the time constraints imposed on SRS, i.e. the occurrence of an erroneous
rating would potentially trick users into installing spyware or keep them
from installing clean software were the former having more impact. This
could be done by faking a large number of community users that provide
erroneous ratings on a single program, i.e. a Sybil attack that result in
the rating of the program being altered to the liking of the attacker.

5.3.1 Simulator Tool

We have in our simulator divided users into different groups consisting
of expert, average and novice, where the first group is most likely to vote
correctly and the last is least likely. This is done in order to simulate a
difference in knowledge between users. These users can rate a program
on a 10-graded rating scale.

In order to differentiate different users based on knowledge, each
user has a trust factor, which affects the impact of the vote. Every user
has an initial trust factor of 1.0 and the factor can never be lower than
that. In order to measure the accuracy we randomize a value for each
application in the simulator to act as the “correct rating”, which we
evaluate against. The deviation between the correct rating and the end
result we named evaluation score (ES). The trust factor is changed based
on the vote cast, e.g. if a user cast a vote that is deemed “good”, i.e. the
user’s vote is within 1 step from the current arithmetic average rating
of the software object rated, then the trust factor is increased by a pre
decided change factor. However, if the vote is deemed erroneous, i.e.
the user votes outside the allotted steps, the trust factor is lowered by an
equivalent amount. Thus users, who over time provide more accurate
votes, have a bigger impact on the system than an unskilled user.

In previous simulations we found that using an exponential change
factor of 1.25 together with a maximum trust factor limit of 1000 is to
be preferred. This change factor was found to best differentiate between
users, as well as producing an end result within one ES step from an
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ideal reputation system. The maximum trust factor of 1000 is set in
order to prevent individual users from having too much impact.

We have made three improvements of our simulator compared to
the previous study. First, we have implemented support for users leav-
ing and entering the SRS during the simulation, i.e. using a non-static
user base. This is what we call user change rate. In order to simulate
this, we have designated a certain amount of users to be replaced every
cycle in the simulation. However, to keep the conformity of the different
user groups we have chosen to limit our simulation in the aspect that
the number of users leaving the system is equivalent to the number of
users entering the system. A subset of the users is randomly selected in
the beginning of each simulation cycle, proportionally across the three
different user groups. For the selected users, we simply reset their vote
counters, i.e. the number of votes cast, and the trust factor, making the
user object return to the state it was in when it was created. Of course,
this will not affect any of the votes already cast by these users.

The second simulator improvement is that the users now choose
which software objects to rate randomly according to a zipf-distribution
with a skew of 0.9 [1]. As a result, 10% of the simulated software ob-
jects are more popular than the rest, i.e. are more popular and there-
fore also more likely to receive user ratings. The zipf-distribution was
chosen because it has proven to be valid for popularity distribution in
other computer science settings as well as various real world distribu-
tions [11], [4], [1].

The third improvement is the introduction of malicious users into the
population, as we need to investigate how a SRS behaves when subjected
to attacks. This is something that we have seen happen in several real
world reputation systems [6], and as a result we need to investigate
how a SRS behaves when subjected to attacks. The implementation of
the malicious users is done as subgroups of the existing users groups.
When voting maliciously, these users will vote as far from the software
objects average rating as possible. The malicious users do not always
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vote maliciously, in an attempt to increase their reputation and impact
within the SRS. That is why each malicious user is assigned a trigger
chance, i.e. the probability of casting a malicious vote. However, all
votes from malicious users target the same subset of software object.

It should also be noted that a user could be marked as both change-
able and malicious, so some overlap will most likely occur. That means
that some of the malicious users are also likely to be leaving and enter-
ing the system users, and as a result will be subject to their profile being
reset.

5.4 Experiment Settings

The simulator we use is meant to reflect how software reputation sys-
tem works, more importantly how one can with the aid of a reputation
system decide if an application is to be considered good or bad. What
we want to find out in this study is one of the problems with a collabo-
rative rating system. What happens if a group of users votes bad out of
ignorance, in which case the user can be considered a novice, or if a user
votes bad out of malicious intent, in which case the user can be consid-
ered a malicious user. How do the system react when a portion of the
user base vote maliciously, e.g. when an Orchestrated attack is carried
out? In all simulations presented in this work we have a total of 10,000
software programs and 100,000 users, casting a total of 9,600,000 votes,
with experts being the smallest group at 9.4%, average group at 27.1%,
and the novice group at 63.5%, based on the results in the following
survey [7].

We use a user change rate of 1%, which means that for instance 94
expert users (1% of 9400) are replaced on average every cycle in the
simulation. This results in an overall retention rate of approximately
37%, which corresponds to statistics from the early use of other social
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networks such as Facebook and Twitter2.

5.4.1 Malicious Users

In order to estimate how well a software reputation system handles ma-
licious users, we have chosen to simulate such scenarios. We simulate
scenarios with the following three different constellations where 0.1%,
1% and 10% of the total number of users are being malicious, i.e. 100,
1000 and 10000 distinct users. All malicious users are distributed among
the three user groups (expert, average and novice) based on their pro-
portions.

Our attack scenarios can be said to mimic an orchestrated or slan-
dering attack, i.e. a group of users intently using the same behavior in
order to influence the system [8], as well as a Sybil attack. In this case
the influence is of a malicious nature since the users wants to alter the
ES for a subset of targeted software objects. In our scenarios 1% (or 100)
of the total number of software objects are targeted by the attacks. These
software objects are also chosen randomly in accordance with the pop-
ularity distribution. The malicious users in our scenarios are designed
to be sleepers, i.e. they will appear to be normal users while building
up their trust factor, and thus their influence, in the community before
turning malicious. A user’s trigger chance determines the possibility to
cast a malicious vote, if too high the user will never gain enough influ-
ence in the SRS to affect its ratings, but on the other hand if too low
there will simply not be enough malicious votes to affect the SRS. We
therefore simulate four different scenarios that use the following trigger
chances 25, 12.5, 6.25 and 3.125%.

2http://blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/online_mobile/

twitter-quitters-post-roadblock-to-long-term-growth/
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(a) Three different scenarios with
varying number of malicious users
targeting the same set of 100 soft-
ware programs.
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(b) Overall system accuracy based
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trigger chances and a population of
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Figure 5.1: The impact of malicious users attacking the targeted list of
software and the overall system.

5.5 Results

In the following section we present the results from our simulated sce-
narios with malicious users. We have found that the introduction of user
change rate have a subtle effect on the system. Comparing the baseline
of 1% user change rate with no change rate at all (that is a static user
base) the results were found to be approximately the same.

5.5.1 Malicious Users

Figure 5.1a shows the results of malicious users attacking a small group
of 100 programs. Every vote cast by the malicious users have a 12.5%
chance of being malicious. The results for 1% malicious users show a
deviation of approximately 2.0 ES from correct value in the beginning of
the simulation. However, the ES quickly decreases and halfway, i.e. after
50% of the total number of votes has been cast, it has reached an ES of
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approximately 1.0 since the non-malicious users have built up their trust
factor. Then, in the second half of the simulation there is a slight increase
of ES as expert users begin to reach the maximum trust factor limit, i.e.
their influence can not grow any further. As can be seen in Figure 5.1a
there is a noticeable difference when comparing 1% malicious users with
a population of instead 0.1%, which starts at an ES of 1.6 and reach 0.9
halfway through. However, in the latter scenario there is only a very
subtle increase of the ES in the second half of the simulation.

When comparing the effect malicious users have on the overall sys-
tem, as seen in Figure 5.1b, the malicious users do not have any notice-
able affect on the overall SRS with a malicious population of 1.0% or
less. For the scenario with a population of 10% malicious users there is
at most only a slight difference of approximately 0.1 ES. However, even
this minor difference vanish in the second half of the simulation as the
increased impact of the regular users catch up.

In another scenario we investigate how different trigger chances of
the malicious users affect the success of the attack. Figure 5.2 shows the
ES for the 100 targeted software programs, when a population of 1% of
malicious users make use of four different trigger chances. Our results
show that even though there is a high chance of malicious voting taking
place, the system is capable of suppressing the malicious votes, i.e. such
user behavior stick out and is therefore possible to detect and maybe
also address.

Our data also shows that we can detect the occurrence of such an
attack by looking at the sum of the trust factors for any program and
comparing them to other applications. The trust factor sum for an at-
tacked program in such a scenario is, on average, quite a lot larger than
for programs in general. In some cases up to 20-30 times larger. These
tendencies can be seen early in the simulation progress, and is therefore
a promising approach to detecting attacks.

Finally we made a comparison how the simulated reputation system
using trust factors for all users would compare with a simpler reputa-
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Figure 5.2: The effects of various chances of voting malicious with 1%
malicious users targeting a subset of software.

tion system where all users are given the same impact, i.e. a system
that calculates the software ratings as simple arithmetic mean based on
all votes. In such a system the overall system accuracy would be 1.7
ES throughout the whole simulation, which could be compared with
the SRS that stabilizes at about 1.0 ES as shown in Figure 5.1b. That is
approximately a 70% improvement of accuracy once the SRS has stabi-
lized. When only considering the attacked software programs, the ES
are 1.7, 2.0 and 2.6 for 0.1, 1 and 10% malicious users respectively, i.e.
also considerable improvements.
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5.6 Discussion

The proposed simulated reputation system involves an environment of
rated programs with varying popularity and with a differentiation of
votes given by the users depending on their skills. More exactly we used
a zipf-distribution and an exponentially increased trust factor with an
upper bound of 1000 initial votes. Furthermore, a dynamic population
of differently skilled users determine the accuracy within the reputation
system. As a result, the trust factor allows an initially small amount
of expert votes to later on outperform the votes from a far larger group
consisting of for instance novice and malicious users. On the other hand,
an expert leaving the reputation system will be replaced by another ex-
pert starting with an initial trust factor of 1.0, i.e. most probably a larger
decrease of the trust factor than for an average or a novice user. The
different parameters used in the simulation were either based on exter-
nal scientific sources or by testing different variables, e.g. varying the
trigger chance for malicious users.

Malicious users were introduced and by using a coordinated attack it
is possible to substantially influence the rating of a selected subset of ap-
plications available in a SRS. The ES of the targeted software decreases in
the middle of the simulation (between 30 and 60%) as seen in Figure 5.1a.
This is explained by a proportional larger impact from malicious users
in the beginning of the simulation (around 0-30%) in combination with
continuously increasing trust factors for non-malicious users. If a devi-
ation of ±1 ES (or 10% on a 10 graded rating scale) in rating accuracy is
regarded as acceptable, then the SRS can withstand around 1% malicious
users focusing their combined attack on a small subset of all available
programs. However, when instead looking at the overall system accu-
racy the SRS can withstand even more than 10% malicious users while
still keeping an accuracy of ±1 ES.

A SRS may be highly vulnerable to various attacks, which makes
detection of attack attempts an important topic. An attack scenario with
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1% malicious users attacking a limited number of 100 programs was also
simulated. These malicious users adopt successful strategies in order to
increase their trust factor before voting maliciously, i.e. improving their
reputation by voting as ordinary novice, average or expert users at all
other occasions. A favorable malicious strategy should get both a fast
response and a fairly high evaluation score when voting on the attacked
programs, i.e. limit the number of votes given in order to accumulate
the trust factor. Looking at Figure 5.2 we see the result of four different
strategies consisting of voting malicious on average 25% to 3.125% of
given votes. These results show that the system stabilizes halfway into
the simulation and in the second half there is only a slight increase in the
overall ES. An attacker would probably consider the case with a trigger
chance of 12.5% to be the “best” attack strategy due to the overall high
ES. An important note here is that the users in an SRS does not have to
know what trust factor they are currently holding, which would make
it harder for malicious users to find the most suitable trigger chance for
the attack.

Malicious users can be counteracted in two ways, either automati-
cally based on the trust factors within the reputation system, or calcu-
late the distance between the logged votes and the average rating of the
program, where a long distance could indicate an attack. The final mea-
sure to protect the reputation system could be to temporarily freeze the
programs that are under attack, i.e. not to register any new votes for
these programs over some limited period of time. However, it should be
noted that these indications not always point out an attack, and should
therefore be used more as a warning system that requires for instance
a moderator to look into the program in question. Given these circum-
stances, reputation systems can withstand severe collaborative attacks
from a fairly high proportion of malicious users.
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5.7 Conclusion and Future Work

A dynamic reputation system involving different skilled users was sim-
ulated. Malicious users were introduced and by using a coordinated
attack it was possible to substantially influence the rating of a selected
subset of the applications. The malicious strategies simulated included
both scenarios that prioritized a fast response as well as an optimal dam-
age to the attacked programs.

Since any reputation system is open for attacks from unscrupulous
users it is important to implement measures to mitigate such effects.
Our simulated reputation system that is based on individual trust factors
shows an increased overall accuracy of approximately 70% compared to
an ordinary reputation system using no trust factors at all, i.e. where
every user have the same impact. In addition to this we also conclude
two ways of detecting attack attempts. First by monitoring the trust fac-
tor sum for programs, where increased sums of up to 20-30 times the
average could indicate an attack. Secondly, by measuring the distance
between users votes and the average rating for software. Potential re-
sponse measures could be to either silently reject ratings from suspected
malicious users, or to temporarily freeze the programs that are under at-
tack while manual investigation is conducted. Based on these measures
it is our conclusion that a software reputation system can withstand
severe collaborative attacks from a fairly high proportion of malicious
users.
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through License Agreement
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Anton Borg, Martin Boldt and Niklas Lavesson

Abstract

Spyware detection can be achieved by using machine learning
techniques that identify patterns in the End User License Agree-
ments (EULAs) presented by application installers. However, solu-
tions have required manual input from the user with varying de-
grees of accuracy. We have implemented an automatic prototype
for extraction and classification and used it to generate a large data
set of EULAs. This data set is used to compare four different ma-
chine learning algorithms when classifying EULAs. Furthermore,
the effect of feature selection is investigated and for the top two
algorithms, we investigate optimizing the performance using pa-
rameter tuning. Our conclusion is that feature selection and perfor-
mance tuning are of limited use in this context, providing limited
performance gains. However, both the Bagging and the Random
Forest algorithms show promising results, with Bagging reaching
an AUC measure of 0.997 and a False Negative Rate of 0.062. This
shows the applicability of License Agreement Categorization for
realizing informed software installation.
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6.1 Introduction

This work addresses the problem of uninformed installation of spyware
and focuses on analysing End User License Agreements (EULAs). Mali-
cious software (malware) vendors often include (disguised) information
about the malicious behavior in the EULAs to avoid legal consequences.
It would therefore be beneficial for the user to get decision support when
installing applications. A decision support tool that can give an indica-
tion whether an application can be considered spyware or not would
presumably make the installation task simpler for regular users and
would enable the user to be more secure when installing downloaded
applications. We present an automated method that extracts and clas-
sifies EULAs and investigate the performance of this method. More
concretely, the proposed method is based on the use of machine learn-
ing techniques to categorize previously unknown EULAs, as belonging
to either the class of legitimate or malicious software. Machine learn-
ing, in this context, enables computer programs to learn relationships
between patterns in input data (EULAs) and the class of output data
(malicious or legitimate software). These relationships can be used to
make classifications of new (unseen) EULAs.

6.1.1 Aim and Scope

The primary aim of this study is to present a method for automatic
EULA extraction and classification. Additionally, we, using this method,
obtain and prepare a large data set of EULAs. This data set is used
for benchmarking four different algorithms. Evaluating the impact of
feature selection and machine learning algorithm parameter tuning is
also done1.

1A web link to the actual database will be provided in a potential camera ready
version
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6.1.2 Outline

In Section 6.2 we present the background, definitions and related work.
Section 6.3 describes an automated system for classifying EULAs as well
as the steps needed for creating a database of classified EULAs. This
database is then used for the experiments, which are defined in Section
6.4. The experimental results are presented in Section 6.5 and discussed
further in Section 6.6. The paper is then concluded with some sugges-
tions for future work in Section 6.7.

6.2 Background and Related Work

6.2.1 Background

Malware, e.g. viruses, originated from a rather small set of software,
with the primary goal of generating revenues for the attacker, or creating
chaos among infected computer systems [20]. To protect users from
these types of software, anti-virus tools emerged. As the malware at
this point were illegal, removing malware was a question of using the
resources and techniques available at the time [21].

At the end of 1990, a new type of malware emerged, known as spy-
ware, with the purpose of gathering personal information. Due to the
increase of the number of Internet users, a market for targeted online
advertisement developed. Spyware was not considered explicitly illegal,
which complicated malware removal and resulted in the creation of a
legal grey zone.

A common technique for detecting malware was to blacklist these
applications through the use of signatures, i.e., by statically dividing
between legitimate and malicious software. However, this required a
copy of the malware to first be captured on the Internet in order to
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create a unique signature, and then being distributed to all customers
of the anti-virus tool [21]. The main drawback with this technique is
the fact that the anti-virus tools were one step behind the creators of
malware. Another drawback is related to the vast amount of malware
that spread on the Internet, increasing the size of the signature database
rapidly and resulting in significantly decreased performance when used
by customers.

Anti-virus manufacturers therefore began researching alternative tech-
niques for solving the problem. For example, agent-based approaches [15]
and artificial neural networks [1] [9] was investigated. Another tech-
nique used was dynamic analysis, which kept a suspicious program in
captivity within a so-called sandbox, e.g. a virtual machine, while mon-
itoring its execution as a way to discover any deviant behavior [8] [21].
Even though dynamic analysis could be used for computer viruses, e.g.
by detecting the self-replication routines, it was much harder to dis-
tinguish spyware or adware applications from their legitimate counter-
parts. The reason is that adware and spyware applications simply show
information on the screen or transmit rather small quantities of data over
the network, i.e. behaviors that are shared by most legitimate programs
as well.

6.2.2 Machine Learning

The machine learning discipline concerns the study of programs that
learn from experience to improve the performance at solving tasks [14].
A large number of directions, methods, and concepts, which can be or-
ganized into learning paradigms. Usually, three paradigms can be dis-
tinguished; supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforce-
ment learning. The suitability of a certain learning method or paradigm
depends largely on the type of available data for the problem at hand.

From a machine learning perspective, the main problem studied in
this paper can be described as that of learning how to classify software
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applications on the basis of their associated EULAs by generalizing from
known associations of EULAs and software application classifications
[12].

More formally, and based on suitable definitions [13], we assume the
existence of a universal set, I, of EULA instances. Each EULA instance,
i ∈ I, is defined by a set of features (e.g., words, strings, values, and so
on). Furthermore, we assume that the EULAs can be categoried into a
limited number of categories or classes, C.

The learning task is then to generate a function (or mapping) be-
tween I and C. This function, c : I → C, is known as a classifier or
generalization. In practice, however, one does not have access to the
complete set, I, or the correct classification of each element of that set.
Instead, a common case is to have a limited set, J ⊂ I, of instances
(inputs) and correct classifications (outputs).

Thus, the practical objective, is to generate a classifier by generalizing
from J (or a subset of J) and the associated known classifications for each
instance of J. Since we are interested in generating a classifier that will
indeed be able to classify unknown instances (instances from I but which
are not included in J), we need to estimate the theoretical classification
performance on I by calculating the classification performance of J (or,
again, a subset of J).

The common practice in data mining and machine learning is to di-
vide J into two distinct sets; the training set, Jtrain, and the testing set,
Jtest. This way, a classifier can be generated from Jtrain and the prediction
performance can be estimated by computing the classification perfor-
mance on Jtest.

There are many learning algorithms available that can perform the
task of generating a classifier from input data associated with known
outputs. However, each algorithm has its own learning bias, which is
used to define the search space (the set of available classifiers) and the
traversal of the search space. A completely unbiased learner would have
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access to the complete set of possible classifiers and would be able to
traverse this set in any possible way. Of course, this search is practically
infeasible in real-world situations. It is therefore necessary to select an
algorithm, or a set of algorithms, whose learning biases are most suitable
for the problem at hand.

6.2.3 Related work

Previous research on the use of text classification techniques within the
context of EULAs is quite sparse. It have been shown that it is possi-
ble to use machine learning techniques to address the problem of EULA
classification [12] [2]. State-of-the-art within commercial tools involve
one stand-alone application called EULAlyzer2 and one website3 called
EULA Analyzer that includes the ability to analyze a EULA. Both of
these services are proprietary and therefore lack information regarding
their design and internal construct. However, it seems as if they make
use of blacklisted words to simply highlight any sentence within a EULA
that contains one of the blacklisted words. The computer user then has
to read through the highlighted sentences to try to come to a conclu-
sion whether the particular EULA should be considered legitimate or
spyware.

A comparison is made between EULA Analyzer and 15 machine
learning algorithms [2], with the conclusion was that both the Support
Vector Machines [6] and Naive Bayes Multinominal [10] algorithms
performed significantly better than the state-of-the-art tool. Finally, it
could also be added that the performance of these two algorithms have
later been improved even more when utilized on an extended data set of
EULAs [12]. However, the previous research conducted requires user in-
teraction when gathering the EULA, which can be considered infeasible
in a large-scale setting. Performance tuning have also been overlooked

2EULAlyzer, http://www.javacoolsoftware.com/eulalyzer.html
3License Analyzer, http://www.spywareguide.com/analyze/analyzer.php
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in this context, and should be investigated as it has proven beneficial in
other cases [19].

6.3 Approach

We have gathered 7,041 applications, where approximately 21% of the
applications are malicious, from which we extract EULAs to form an
extended data set. The EULAs were extracted using the automated
tool described in Section 6.3.1. The malicious applications, counting
1,530 applications, have been provided by Lavasoft4 and the legitimate
applications, counting 5,511 applications, have been downloaded from
CNET’s download.com site5. Download.com thoroughly checks for mal-
ware among the applications made available to the public and can thus
be said to be a good source of legitimate applications.6 We also, in Sec-
tion 6.4, test the data of the two sources to find differences.

In order to extract the licenses from the applications, we make use
of the automated system presented in section 6.3.1. From the applica-
tions we managed to extract a number of license agreements for use
in our experiments. As not all applications have licenses and our ex-
tractor does not support all file structure, as described in Section 6.3.1,
this has left us with 810 malicious licenses and 1,961 legitimate licenses.
For software with localized EULAs, only the English version were kept.
These numbers means that our automatic tool is currently capable of ex-
tracting licenses from approximately 53% of the malicious applications
and 35% of the benign applications. With more extractors implemented,
this number is likely to increase. Many benign applications have sim-
ilar licenses, but since minor details still vary and they help with the
categorization, similar licenses are kept.

4Ad-Aware by Lavasoft, http://www.lavasoft.se
5CNET Download.com, http://download.com
6Download.com Software policy, http://www.cnet.com/download-software-

policies/
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6.3.1 Automated System

We have for this study developed a system for automated license classi-
fication, using a binary file as in-parameter and presenting the user with
a classification of the binary file based on the EULA. Earlier research
has used a manual process of extracting EULAs from the binary, which
is infeasible in an real world setting. We have implemented an auto-
mated system using machine learning techniques for this purpose. In its
current incarnation, it supports the standard installer types, e.g. NSIS,
MSI, Inno setup, as well as standard archive formats, and makes use of
publicly available programs as subsystems. Our proposed system is di-
vided into three stages, extraction, transformation and classification. A
flowchart of how the proposed system works can be seen in Figure 6.1
and pseudo code for the identification stage is shown in Algorithm 1.
The system is implemented in Ruby7 and in a way designed to make
it easy to extend, thus adding support for more types of applications is
fairly simple.

The system is based on the premise that a wide range of installers
are roughly equivalent to a compressed archive. In order to know which
extraction routine to use, the system identifies the binary file. To do this,
the system makes use of the program TrId8. The system then tries to
extract the EULA from the binary file. Depending on the result of the
identification, this is done using different extraction routines. An exam-
ple of this is the MSI installer. MSI installers store licenses in Rich Text
Format(RTF) inside their string data. The system locates the RTF data
inside the string data file and extract it. To perform the decompression
of the binary file, we have built our system around the 7zip extractor9.
7zip supports a large number of filetypes and are thus suitable for our
system.

The transformation stage is divided into two substages, conversion

7Ruby Programming Language, http://www.ruby-lang.org/en/
8Mark Pontello’s Home, http://mark0.net/soft-trid-e.html
97-Zip, http://www.7-zip.org/
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Figure 6.1: A conceptual view of EULA extraction and classification.
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Algorithm 1 File Identification

1: function check(path)
2: if path is a file then

3: type = typeIdentifier(path)
4: if type is an installer then
5: Extractor(path, type)*
6: else if type is a document then

7: if path.name contains license or eula then

8: SaveDocument(path)
9: end if

10: else

11: extracted = Extractor(path, default)
12: if extracted is not NULL then

13: for all f ile in extracted do

14: check( f ile)
15: end for
16: end if

17: end if

18: else if path is a directory then

19: for all f ile in path do

20: check( f ile)
21: end for

22: end if

23: end function

* The extractor chooses a suitable extraction routine based on the type.
The extraction of an MSI installer is described in Section 6.3.1.
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and preprocessing. In the conversion stage, the system converts the li-
cense to plain text. This is for the preprocessing to be able to read the
license agreement, as the different installers store the license agreements
in different formats, e.g. MSI uses the RTF format. The RTF licenses
for example is converted to plain text files using the UnRTF10 program,
stripping everything but the text from these files. UnRTF is specifically
designed to convert from RTF to other formats. The preprocessing sub-
stage is described thoroughly in section 6.3.2. The result of this stage is
a EULA instance that the classifier can categorize.

The EULA instance is then passed to the classifier stage where it is
categorized using machine learning algorithms. The result of the cat-
egorization is then presented to the user, helping the user to decide if
the application is either good or bad, and whether or not to install the
application.

6.3.2 Data Preprocessing

We conduct our experiment using the Weka machine learning work-
bench [22], a commonly applied suite of algorithms and evaluation meth-
ods. In order for Weka to be able to process the EULAs, we have opted to
remove special characters and to only keep the standard latin characters.
As few machine learning algorithms can process strings, we transform
the strings to a more suitable representation. Ways for representing text
include, e.g.: meta data (such as word length, frequency or the number
of words) [11], bag-of-words (where each word in the text is defined as
a feature) [17] and n-grams [5]. [17] also looks at phrase based features,
where words would form a phrase which is able to better convey the
meaning of the sentence, and Hypernym based features, where relation-
ships between words is taken into account. The study found that the
bag-of-words model outperformed the more complex text representa-
tion methods [17]. In the bag-of-words model, strings are tokenized to

10UnRTF, http://www.gnu.org/software/unrtf/unrtf.html
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words and represented by word vectors. In Weka, this transformation
is carried out using the StringToWordVector filter, which we apply to the
licenses. We employ the following filter configuration: a maximum of
2, 000 words are stored per category, TF IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency) is used for word frequency calculation, and the
Iterated Lovins stemmer is used to reduce the number of words by keep-
ing only the stems of words.

Software licenses can contain a large amount of text and as a result,
yields a large number of features. Many of these features are not useful
to the learning algorithm and have, in some cases, even been shown
to deteriorate the performance of the classifier [22]. We have therefore
chosen to remove some of the attributes left by the StringToWordVector
filter.

Feature Selection is the process of reducing the number of features
available in a data set in order to increase either the classification and/or
the computational performance [16]. This is done by, using an algorithm,
removing features that are deemed unlikely to help in the classification
process. It has been shown that classification accuracy have been im-
proved when reducing the number of features using feature selection al-
gorithms [23]. Several comparisons between feature selection algorithms
applied on text categorization have been done in the past. The results
is that χ

2 is often considered to be the most efficient algorithm [16] [23].
However, when compared to Categorical Proportional Difference(CPD),
CPD have been shown to outperform traditional feature selection meth-
ods, e.g. χ

2 [19]. As a result we choose to use CPD as the feature
selection algorithm of our choice. However, as we do not know which
is the best cutoff point, i.e. how many attributes CPD should remove,
we have defined a keep ratio interval and selected a step size. In the
presented study, we use a keep ratio interval of 100% to 10% together
with a step size of 10%. After applying CPD, we are left with 10 data
sets, where the attributes range from 10% of the attributes kept to 100%
of the attributes kept.
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6.4 Experimental procedure

We want to determine whether the classification results obtained in pre-
vious research are valid for a larger data set. We also investigate if the
classification performance can be increased using feature selection or by
tuning problem-specific algorithm parameters.

Four algorithms have been chosen as a basis for our experiments. The
algorithms are Bagging, Random Forest, Naive Bayes Multinomial and
Support Vector Machine (SVM). The three first were selected on the basis
of previous experimental results [12], and we chose to include only one
algorithm from each family of algorithms. SVM was also included since
it has been proved to work well in other text categorization tasks [18].
In both experiments, the performance is estimated by using the 10-fold
cross-validation test. 10-fold cross validation is the process of dividing
the data set into 10 subsets (folds), using 9 folds for training and 1 fold
for testing. This is then repeated 10 times, switching the testing fold each
time. Before running our experiments we executed preliminary experi-
ments, which indicated that feature selection combined with parameter
tuning do not yield any specific performance boost when used together.
Therefore, we conduct separate experiments for feature selection and pa-
rameter tuning. Also, we made an attempt to validate that the learning
algorithms included in our experiments indeed detect the differences be-
tween benign and spyware EULAs. Therefore, we divided the data set
into two dummy classes that each included 50 % of the benign EULAs
and 50 % of the spyware EULAs. Then we used the Naive Bayes Multi-
nomial learning algorithm to generalize from these two dummy classes
to make sure there were no patterns separating them, i.e. patterns in-
cluded in both the randomly selected benign and spyware EULAs. This
resulted in a AUC score of 0.526, which is very close to random guessing
(AUC is explained in Section 6.4.3). Therefore the results indicate that
there does not seem to be any other hidden patterns tying the classes
together, and thus that our data set is valid for further exploration.
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Table 6.1: Feature Selection

Feature Set Sizea Weighted AUC
Relative Absolute SVM Bagging Random Forest NBb

10% 140 0.929 0.932 0.941 0.802
20% 278 0.946 0.976 0.986 0.863
30% 417 0.964 0.989 0.995 0.891
40% 555 0.968 0.991 0.994 0.956
50% 693 0.968 0.992 0.996 0.973
60% 832 0.975 0.990 0.993 0.956
70% 970 0.978 0.992 0.997 0.936
80% 1,109 0.977 0.991 0.994 0.903
90% 1,247 0.977 0.995 0.995 0.896

100% 1,385 0.977 0.995 0.992 0.897
a The fraction of attributes to keep after CPD attribute ranking
b NaŢve Bayes Multinominal

6.4.1 Experiment 1: Feature Selection

In this experiment we investigate what effects feature selection have on
the performance results of the four machine learning algorithms men-
tioned previously. In order to evaluate any potential performance gains
we create ten new data sets that all are subsets of the initial data set con-
taining 2,771 EULAs. This gives us data sets ranging from 10 to 100%
of attributes kept, with a step size of 10%. The number of attributes for
10% and 100% are 140 respectively 1,385, as can be seen in Table 6.1.

6.4.2 Experiment 2: Parameter Tuning

In the second experiment we investigate if it is possible to increase
the performance using parameter tuning of the two algorithms with
the highest performance measure from the previous experiment. The
two algorithms included in this experiment were Bagging and Random
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Forests. We opted to select the top two performers rather than the top
performer, since these two algorithms both showed fairly similar results.
Moreover, the ways in which the two algorithms can be configured are
quite different from each other. The variables that we use for parameter
tuning is discussed below. However, it should be mentioned that both
algorithms are ensemble algorithms, meaning that they each use several
different learning algorithms that votes on the classification of each in-
stance. It is then the task of the ensemble algorithms to reach a decision
based on the results from the different learning algorithms used.

Random Forests

Random forest contains two main variables that we tune in order to
determine if we are able to increase the performance. The first variable
is the number of trees created in the forest. Each tree gets to vote for
the instance, and the class with most votes is picked. Thus, the higher
number of trees, the more votes are used as a basis for the classification.
The second variable is the number of attributes used to build each tree.
The number of attributes is a subset of all available attributes within the
data set, and is chosen randomly for each tree. A higher number of
attributes decreases the errors produced by the forest. However, it also
makes each tree more similar [4]. For both these values we have chosen
a symmetric range of values to use, based on the default values available
in Weka.

The default value for the number of trees in Weka is 10. Based on
this value, the range we have chosen is between 4 and 16 trees (inclusive)
with a step interval of 2. The default value for the number of attributes
is log2(n) + 1, where n is the number of attributes available in the data
set. Working from this we have calculated our ranges of values for the
number of attributes with log2(n)± x, where x is a range from -3 to 3
with a step size of 1. The number of attributes for the data set with 100%
of the features left, seen in Table 6.1, is 1385 and based on this we get
that the default value for our data set is 11.
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Bagging

In Bagging we have chosen to investigate how tuning the bag size based
on the training set used, as well as the number of iterations that the
bagging algorithm performs affect the performance of the algorithm.

The first variable is the size of the bags from which the trees in the
model is build. The sizes of these bags are set as a percentage of the
training set size. The bags are filled randomly by sampling with the
replacement from the original training set. This means that in each bag,
there will be duplicates, as each instance in the training set can be se-
lected more than once. The second variable is the number of iterations,
which decides how many trees should be created within the current
bag [3]. The vote result of each tree is then used as the result for the
current bag.

The default value for the number of iterations is 10, and we have
chosen to investigate the range 6 to 14 with a step interval of 2. The
training sizes investigated is an five percent step ranging from 100%,
which is the default value in Weka, to 75%.

6.4.3 Evaluation Metrics

We represent EULAs associated with spyware programs as positives,
while benign EULAs are represented as negatives in our experiments.
Used metrics are True Positive (TP), False Negative (FN), False Positive
(FP) and True Negative (TN). A TP is a spyware instance classified as
spyware and a FP is a benign instance classified as spyware. A TN is
a benign instance classified as benign and a FN is a spyware instance
classified as benign. The True Positive Rate (TPR) and False Negative
Rate (FNR) are used to see how the spyware EULAs were classified. TPR
is defined as TP/(TP + FN) and FNR is defined as FN/(TP + FN).

When evaluating the performance of the algorithms, we have chosen
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Figure 6.2: AUC for Random Forest, Bagging, Naive-bayes Multinomial
and SVM on data sets with different amount of kept attributes.

to use the weighted area under the ROC curve (AUC) single point mea-
sure, which is based on TPR and the FPR. Two important properties of
the AUC metric is that it is not depend on equal class distribution or
misclassification costs [22]. The calculation of, and motivation for, AUC
is described in detail in [7].
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6.5 Results

6.5.1 Experiment 1

As can be seen in Figure 6.2, Random Forests and Bagging outperform
Naive Bayes Multinomial. The latter performs best when only 50% of
the attributes are kept.This suggests the use of feature selection when
employing Naive Bayes Multinomial. However, Bagging and Random
Forests still perform better than Naive Bayes Multinomial. SVM also
performs well, but there is a clear loss of performance as the number of
attributes is decreased, and the algorithm does not perform as well as
Bagging and Random Forests, as can be seen in Table 6.1.

Bagging and Random Forests perform fairly similarly as long as the
percentage of kept attributes is 30% or higher. This shows that it is
possible to remove a fairly large amount of the attributes before starting
performance is degradated. However, since the feature selection does
not provide any performance enhancement, in fact there seem to be a
small performance loss in most cases, there is no obvious argument for
applying feature selection during pre-processing.

6.5.2 Experiment 2

The second experiment concerned the impact of parameter tuning on
Random Forests and Bagging. In the following two subsections, we
present the results of our experiments.

Random Forest

Table 6.2a and 6.2b shows the result of the parameter tuning done on the
algorithms. Looking at Table 6.2a we can see that the performance of the
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algorithm correlates to the number of trees used in the forest. However,
although an increased number of trees, the actual performance gain,
when measured in AUC, is minimal. In Table 6.2b, showing the effects
of using different amounts of attributes used when creating each tree,
we see that for each number of attributes the results vary. These results
do not seem to be related in any way, indicating that one cannot argue
that tuning this variable is beneficiary to the overall performance.

Bagging

The effects of tuning the Bagging algorithm is presented in Table 6.3a
and 6.3b. The results in Table 6.3a indicates that it is possible to lower
the bag size, up till a certain point, and gain performance. However, the
results are contradictory and should not be taken as a certainty. How-
ever, compared to Random Forest, the TPR and FNR values are worse.

Table 6.3b shows us that increasing the number of iterations do in
fact produce a better result, going from 0.995 to 0.996, concerning AUC.
The TPR and FNR values indicate that an increased number of iterations
provide a minimal performance gain. The TPR in Table 6.3a indicates
that decreasing the bag size can result in decreased performance.

6.6 Discussion

We have in this work presented an automated tool that (based on the
EULA) decides if an application is considered malicious or benign. The
use of this tool would help the user to decide whether or not an appli-
cation can be considered malicious. In order to make this tool work we
had to implement a number of extractors capable of extract the EULA
for the program. As there exists several different installer formats and
packers, we have in this study focused on the ones prevalent in our data
set. However, we have built our tool in such a way that it is quite easy
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Table 6.2: Results for Experiment 2: Random Forest

(a) Results of tuning the number of trees in Random Forest algorithm

Trees Weighted AUC FNR TPR
mean (STD) mean

(STD)
mean (STD)

4 0.993(0.006) 0.019(0.019) 0.980(0.016)
6 0.993(0.006) 0.021(0.017) 0.978(0.016)
8 0.994(0.006) 0.021(0.017) 0.980(0.015)
10 * 0.994(0.006) 0.022(0.018) 0.979(0.015)
12 0.994(0.006) 0.022(0.018) 0.979(0.015)
14 0.995(0.006) 0.022(0.018) 0.979(0.015)
16 0.995(0.006) 0.022(0.018) 0.979(0.015)

(b) Results of tuning the number of attributes in Random Forest algorithm

Attributes Weighted AUC FNR TPR
mean (STD) mean

(STD)
mean (STD)

8 0.994(0.006) 0.020(0.016) 0.980(0.016)
9 0.995(0.007) 0.021(0.015) 0.979(0.015)
10 0.994(0.006) 0.021(0.015) 0.979(0.014)
11* 0.994(0.006) 0.021(0.015) 0.979(0.015)
12 0.994(0.005) 0.021(0.015) 0.979(0.015)
13 0.995(0.005) 0.020(0.015) 0.980(0.015)
14 0.995(0.005) 0.021(0.015) 0.979(0.015)
Default value is marked with an asterisk.
All other parameters are left as per default.
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Table 6.3: Results for Experiment 2: Bagging

(a) Results of tuning the bag size in Bagging algorithm

Bag size Weighted AUC FNR TPR
mean (STD) mean

(STD)
mean (STD)

100% * 0.995(0.005) 0.061(0.017) 0.942(0.023)
95% 0.997(0.003) 0.062(0.018) 0.942(0.023)
90% 0.996(0.004) 0.061(0.022) 0.938(0.022)
85% 0.996(0.004) 0.068(0.024) 0.934(0.031)
80% 0.994(0.005) 0.062(0.023) 0.935(0.025)
75% 0.995(0.005) 0.074(0.010) 0.928(0.021)

(b) Results of tuning the number of iterations in Bagging algorithm

Iterations Weighted AUC FNR TPR
mean (STD) mean

(STD)
mean (STD)

6 0.994(0.005) 0.063(0.015) 0.944(0.019)
8 0.994(0.005) 0.062(0.018) 0.943(0.019)
10* 0.995(0.005) 0.061(0.017) 0.942(0.023)
12 0.995(0.004) 0.057(0.020) 0.944(0.024)
14 0.996(0.004) 0.057(0.020) 0.944(0.024)
Default value is marked with an asterisk.
All other parameters are left as per default.
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to extend it with more formats. It is also written in a way that makes it
possible to use it for bulk tasks (e.g. in a bash script) or calling it from a
program (e.g. an antivirus tool), the program is flexible and possible to
use in both a server environment and desktop environment. Earlier re-
search has shown the feasibility of using machine learning techniques to
perform text classification on EULAs to distinguish between malicious
and benign applications. However, earlier tools have required manual
input when extracting EULA and submitting it for classification. One of
the main contributions of this paper is the presentation of an automated
tool that is able to extract EULAs, classify them, and then give decision
support. The level of performance reached by the algorithms clearly
shows the potential of an automated system for EULA classification.

6.6.1 Data Set Content

This work involves a significantly extended data set of 2,771 EULAs
compared to the two previous studies that contained 100 and 996 in-
stances, respectively. By using this data set of increased size it is our in-
tention to more accurately mimic a real world setting. During the work
of extracting the EULA texts from both the collected spyware and legiti-
mate programs we could see a clear trend that malicious applications to
a higher extent contained EULAs compared to benign applications. In
this case 53 % of the malicious programs contained EULAs compared to
36 % of the benign programs, which strengthens the claim that develop-
ers of malicious programs make use of EULAs as a means to avoid legal
consequences.

Even though this is a large data set, gathering it revealed that of the
7,041 applications gathered, we were only able to extract 2,771 EULAs,
i.e. around 39%. This can mostly be attributed to the number of ex-
tractors implemented and can thus be corrected by implementing more
extractors. However, another contributing factor could be that some ap-
plications will not contain a EULA, but as the goal of this is detecting
malicious software that uses EULA, this can be considered acceptable.
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6.6.2 Proposed System Vulnerabilities

Our proposed automated system classifies EULAs as belonging to either
malicious or benign programs, and then presents the results to the user.
If the classified EULA is previously unknown by the system it could be
considered that the system ask the user if the EULA content, together
with meta-data about the associated binary program, could be collected.
With this information it is then possible to automatically retrain the clas-
sifier with the new and slightly extended data set, i.e. using online learn-
ing. The alternative approach is offline learning, which involves collect-
ing previously unseen EULAs by other means, and thereafter manually
regenerating a new classifier at certain time-intervals, e.g. once a month.
Regardless which method is being used the classifier would still auto-
matically detect any attempt by the developers of malicious programs to
fool the system by reformulating the content in their EULAs. The reason
for this is that they always need to express their software’s behavior in
the text, and by doing so they distinguish their EULA content from the
benign EULAs.

However, it could be argued that the overall classification perfor-
mance probably would be slightly higher if an online learning approach
is used instead of an offline, since the classifier would be continuously
re-trained using new EULAs. Of course, a prerequisite for the online
learning approach is that the integrity of the new EULAs and the asso-
ciated meta-data can be guaranteed. Otherwise, it could be possible for
external parties to feed the learning component with false EULA content
and meta-data in an attempt to reach a certain conclusion for a specific
EULA. The fundamental problem in such a scenario is whether the in-
put from the clients to the server really can be trusted to be untampered
with. Using cryptographic techniques it could be set up so that the data
could not be modified in transit, but unfortunately it is harder to protect
the client software from any unauthorized tampering.
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6.6.3 Experimental Results

Our results show that both Bagging and the Random Forest algorithms
handles the EULA categorization problem well, which is surprising as
SVM often is considered the algorithm most suited for text categoriza-
tion problems. Both Random Forest and Bagging outperforms SVM as
can be seen in Figure 6.2. Naive Bayes Multinomial was also out per-
formed since it showed quite poor performance results except when
around 50 % of the features were reduced.

As shown in Figure 6.2, both Bagging and Random Forest show
equivalent results when their default configurations were used, with a
slight peak when 10 % of the features were reduced using CPD. Param-
eter tuning for both algorithms showed only slight alterations in per-
formance. The results also indicate that configuring the Random Forest
algorithm using 14 trees and 14 attributes present the best result within
the context of EULA classification. For the Bagging algorithm the use
of a bag size of 95 % and 14 iterations result in best performance. The
Bagging algorithm reached the highest performance with an AUC mea-
sure of 0.997 and a standard deviation of 0.03, together with a low FNR
of 0.062. The latter is important as trust in the proposed system oth-
erwise could be lost if the proposed system suggests to the user that
he/she should install a malicious application. From a user perspective
it is less critical if the system suggest that the user shouldn’t install a
legitimate program. It should be noted, that when novel instances, from
outside our data set, are applied to the classifier, a certain performance
degradation is expected.

6.7 Conclusion and future work

We have implemented and presented an automated tool for classification
of binaries, based on the bundled EULA. We have created an algorithm,
also presented in the paper, which handles the extraction. As the num-
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ber of malicious programs increases, the presented system could assist
users in separating between malicious and benign programs based on
their EULA.

Furthermore, we have, as a result of using our automated tool cre-
ated a dataset consisting of 2,771 EULAs. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the largest collection of labeled EULAs available today. Using this
dataset, we investigate the performance of four different learning al-
gorithms, strongly suggesting the suitability of using Bagging and Ran-
dom Forest to classify EULAs. The compilation and use of this extended
dataset compared to previous datasets used in our prior experiments is
a major contribution in this paper.

Using this dataset, we have investigated whether or not performance
tuning of the learning algorithms provide better results than the stan-
dard settings. The results makes us conclude that the use of performance
tuning is of limited use for the problem at hand. Similarly, we investi-
gated the impact of using the feature selection algorithm CPD, which
in other settings have proven very effective for increasing the prediction
of the learning algorithm. However, we’ve found that, excluding Naive
Bayes Multinomial, prediction is of almost no difference or even worse.
In the case of Naive Bayes Multinomial, CPD increased the prediction,
but otherwise performed worse than the other algorithms evaluated.

For future work we plan to carry out experiments where computer
users evaluate the use and benefit of a fully automated decision support
tool when installing software. We will also investigate the occurrence of
EULAs in a real world setting.
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Social Network-based E-mail

Classification

Anton Borg, Niklas Lavesson

Abstract

A majority of E-mail is suspected to be spam. Traditional spam
detection fails to differentiate between user needs and evolving so-
cial relationships. Online Social Networks (OSNs) contain more
and more social information, contributed by users. OSN informa-
tion may be used to improve spam detection. This paper presents
a method that can use several social networks for detecting spam
and a set of metrics for representing OSN data. The paper inves-
tigates the impact of using social network data extracted from an
E-mail corpus to improve spam detection. The social data model is
compared to traditional spam data models by generating and eval-
uating classifiers from both model types. The results show that ac-
curate spam detectors can be generated from the low-dimensional
social data model alone, however, spam detectors generated from
combinations of the traditional and social models were more accu-
rate than the detectors generated from either model in isolation.
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7.1 Introduction

The occurrence of spam has grown rapidly and it has been suggested
that the majority of all E-mails are spam [1]. This development has
resulted in the widespread use of spam filters, a use which can also be
attributed to the inability of the current legislation to make an impact [2].
The legal inability has mainly been due to the differences in jurisdiction
of various countries. Since most spammers only stay online for a limited
amount of time it is considered hard to enforce the legislations [3], which
increase the importance of automatic spam detection techniques.

This paper presents a method for E-mail spam detection that uses
social information. This Online Social Network (OSN) supported spam
detection method is compared with traditional spam detection. The pa-
per also contributes with three metrics that have been adapted for social
network data.

7.1.1 Aim and Scope

The aim is to investigate a method for spam classification using multi-
ple OSN supported decision models. This paper implements a detction
method based on using data from one OSN and compares it with a tra-
ditional spam detection method. The scope is limited to the study of
social relationships mined from a public E-mail corpus.

7.1.2 Outline

In Section 7.3 research done in behavioral spam detection and in exten-
sion, OSN supported spam detection, is discussed. Section 7.4 presents a
method for E-mail spam detection using social information. Section 7.5
details the method used for OSN data extraction, as well as the OSN
data metrics. Section 7.6 outlines the experimental procedure. The re-
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sults are presented in Section 7.7 and discussed in Section 7.8. Finally,
conclusions and future work is presented in Section 7.9.

7.2 Background

Internet users today use a number of media to share information. Com-
munication media comprise SMS, MMS, OSNs, E-mail, and instant mes-
saging services. It has been stated that in 2010, around 250 billion E-
mails were sent each day1. As much as about 90% of the E-mails sent
are suspected to be spam1. E-mail is used along with OSNs as the two
main forms of communication today. Large OSNs can attract around 100
million users, with Facebook surpassing 500 million. People use OSNs
to exchange messages, media and information concerning social activi-
ties. Users of these services suffer from information overload as a result
of the amount of data presented to them.

E-mail and OSNs are heavily used, but the data sources are rarely
linked today, and thus are unable to improve through an exchange of
information. Some work is focused towards this area, but are still in
the initial phase. An example being that a medium can use information
provided by a second medium, e.g. OSNs, to combat the problem of
information overload in another, e.g. E-mail.

E-mail overload can be considered a specific form of information
overload, a user receives more E-mails than he can process. Woods et
al [4] have found that people tend to characterize information overload
in three different ways. These three ways are listed below, with descrip-
tions of how they apply to the problem of E-mail overload.

Clutter is when there is too much information on the screen. A pro-
posed solution is to remove data available, Woods et al argues that

1How many emails are sent everyday, http://email.about.com/od/emailtrivia/

f/emails_per_day.htm, 2012-02-26
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the removing agent still have to know which data to remove, mak-
ing this solution less ideal [4].

Workload Bottleneck occurs when a user is unable to properly deal
with all the messages available within a timespan. Solutions are
to have systems that summarize or prioritize the messages.

Significance of data concerns how to recognize which E-mails are im-
portant in a certain context. Some suggested solutions to this is,
e.g. cognitive buoyancy, i.e. relevant information floating to the
top or message constellations, i.e. how a set of message relates to
each other [5].

One attempt at addressing E-mail overload, is the improvement of
spam detection.

7.3 Related Work

A number of reviews on the existing anti-spam techniques jointly con-
clude that automatic techniques are necessary to implement spam filter-
ing [6] [7].

Some approaches based on the use of ontologies to classify E-mails
based on content and previous messages, have aimed at generating per-
sonalized classifiers [8] [9]. Over time users will have gathered large
amounts of E-mails. By constructing a profile based on E-mail habits, it
is possible to detect outliers, i.e. spam [10]. Other research have inves-
tigated profiling a user’s E-mail sending behaviors using histograms to
detect outliers [11] [12].

What can be inferred from previous work is a tendency towards us-
ing data from OSNs as a basis for anti-spam techniques. Researchers
have previously investigated the use of OSN-based techniques for E-
mail classification by using previous E-mail conversations to create a
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correspondence graph, and from that graph, creating a model for clas-
sification [13] [14]. Most of the research so far has focused on building
social networks from data, e.g. graph analysis, instead of gathering data
from OSNs. E-mail OSN analysis has been used to detect suspected ac-
counts in a internal network by finding accounts that should have been
removed but were still used [15].

Learning algorithms have been investigated for prioritizing messages
by building OSN from previous E-mail conversations [13]. The data rep-
resent messages submitted by volunteers. The result soy the study show
s the feasibility of the approach. Two caveats with the study are that the
data sets can not be considered representative and the training of the
model is irregular. The problem of representation occurs as the volun-
tarily submitted messages have been screen and selected by submitter.
The second problem is that the training is done on the same amount of
messages, regardless of the size of the data set. The amount used in the
training set is the least common denominator for the data sets, i.e. a data
set with a size greater than 1,000 instances will still use the same size of
the training set as a data set with a size of 200. No practical reasons for
this are mentioned.

Tran et al. have conducted research on providing a social context
to E-mail correspondence [16]. A system that calculates the trust of the
social path and also visualizes the path, have been implemented. This
system provides an trust estimate between the corresponding parties.
The data are based on social relationships from OSNs, in this case Face-
book. OSN-based techniques can be used to enable the creation of a
personalized spam filter and also allows the prioritization of messages,
something which have been initially investigated [17].

By using the methods used to mine E-mail-based OSN and instead
use other OSN sources as the basis of the classification, it is possible
to address the problem of having a large E-mail based history, thus
enabling extended classification for new users as well, given that said
information is available on other OSN. Using OSN data sources as a
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E-mail
Spam Detection 

Engine

Spam /
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Datafusing
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Figure 7.1: The proposed method uses Social Network data sources in
order to personalize and improve the classification of incoming mes-
sages.

complement to mining OSN data from E-mail corpora, removes the re-
quirement of users having a large E-mail corpus to mine from, to be
able to create the graphs required. However, whether this approach is
capable of detecting spam messages and which data is necessary needs
to be investigated further.

7.4 Theoretical Model

Workload Bottleneck and Significance of data can be considered to be closely
related. By solving Significance of data the likelihood of Workload Bottle-
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neck can be reduced. By using automatic tools to determine cognitive
buoyancy and message constellations, the E-mail overload can be re-
duced by classifying and prioritizing the messages. However, the ques-
tion of which data to use as a basis for making these decisions is relevant.
As users, in various contexts, use E-mails for different reasons, each user
has to create personalized, context-aware classifiers. A classifier is an ap-
plication that assigns labels to, in this problem domain, an E-mail, e.g.
spam or ham.

The personalized and context-aware classifier uses, as a basis for its
decision, several data sources that can be linked to the user. By using
data available from different data sources, a classifier is able to interpret
content and header information in a message and compare it with how
a user communicates using the various datasources.

7.4.1 Data Sources

In this section a method is proposed that is capable of leveraging infor-
mation from one medium of communication against a message received
on another medium. As such the method needs to be able to gather
information from several different data sources. These sources can be
various services that a user has been linked to, e.g. various OSNs or
E-mail history. The use of multiple data sources forms a classification
basis that can be considered more personalized. For example, the con-
tent of the E-mail could be matched against a user’s profile information
or against the corresponding party’s profile information, as well as ear-
lier messages exchanged via the OSN. E-mail header information could
be used to check whether a connection exists to a certain company or
person via OSNs.
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7.4.2 Context-driven Classification

The purpose and nature of social networks may vary. Some are used as
a way of communicating short messages, some as a way of keeping in
touch with friends, some for professional relationships. As a result it is
possible to use these social networks to distinguish between contexts. If
context is taken into account, the importance can be estimated based on
where the user are, what time it is and/or a specified user mode (e.g.
work mode).

7.4.3 Knowledge-based Classification

Another aspect that can be taken into consideration, is the level of knowl-
edge of the contacts. By using OSN data, one can extrapolate, using
e.g. work information or group memberships, a users knowledge areas.
Given such an approach, messages could be tagged as more relevant or
less relevant depending on the perceived knowledge held by the author.
One field of application where this aspect is useful to consider would be
E-mail conversations involving multiple correspondents where the user
want the most interesting reply in the thread to be the first read, for
example replies in an list discussion.

7.4.4 Automatic E-mail Classification

E-mail classification can be done automatically. Let I represent a set
of E-mails represented as feature vectors. Each E-mail can be trans-
formed into a vector of word frequencies. Let C = {spam, ham} rep-
resent possible classifications. Given a set of examples, represented as
pairs E = {< i, c >| i ∈ I, c ∈ C}, it is possible to generate an ap-
proximation, f̂ of f : I → C using a supervised learning algorithm that
generalizes from E.
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Let T be a similar example set, T ∩ E. It is now possible to estimate
the performance on f by evaluating the performance on T.

7.5 Method

The method is based on the idea of using several data sources as input
to an engine that classifies a message as either spam or ham. These data
sources could comprise pieces of information from several social media.
Given data from these data sources, the engine creates a graph of users
and extracts the social information. This social information is then used
as a basis for the classification of incoming messages, regardless of which
medium is used to transfer the message. The proposed method can be
seen in Fig. 7.1.

This paper focuses on one particular data source. The proposed en-
gine uses a supervised learning algorithm to generate spam detection
models from both E-mail content, header data, and, social information.
Using a model that is extended with OSN data that can help in deter-
mining the behavior of a user (for example, the relationship between the
sender and receiver) can be regarded as a OSN-based model.

7.5.1 Social Data Generation

As no public E-mail corpora explicitly include social meta data, e.g.,
the explicit relationship between the sender and receiver, models are
generated from existing E-mail headers. Thus, even if there is a lack of
explicit OSN attributes in the data, it is possible to extrapolate certain
social information from the data set.

The motivation for extracting OSN data from the E-mail corpus in-
stead of using OSN data as a data source, is that previous research on
OSN based classification has used private data sets which have been al-
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tered in undisclosed ways. A public data set that has been peer-reviewed
have been chosen for use. As such, it is hard to link users in the data set
to OSN profiles and extract OSN data, requiring the social information
to be mined from the E-mail corpus.

7.5.2 Social Data Metrics

In order to add social information to the data set, data from the corpus is
mined and social information is constructed. This paper focuses on three
social attributes; the number of messages exchanged between users, the
number of common contacts, and the number of participants. These
metrics have been adapted from available OSN metrics. The number
of exchanged messages indicates whether two users can be considered
friends. Equation 7.1 describes the process of calculating the message-
exchange score (MES) for a set of users associated with a message.

MES(m) =
∑

tn
i=1 Ms,ti

+ Mti,s

tn
. (7.1)

For a given message, m, which contains a sender (s) and a set of receiv-
ing users (t), the number of messages to and from each user (ti) and s is
counted and an average for the number of receiving users (tn) is calcu-
lated. In Equation 7.1, M is a matrix containing the number of messages
between users.

Common Contacts Score (CCS) groups users, see Equation 7.2 It is
calculated by listing the counting the users that tx to ty both have ex-
changed bidirectional messages.

CCS(tx) =
∑

tn
i=1 A

⋂
B

tn
. (7.2)

For a given user, tx, let set A contain the users that tx have exchanged
messages with, given that said exchange of messages is two-way. Let the
same be true for set B for user ti. The sum of the intersection between A
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and B is used as the CCS. If this is done for several users (ti), summarize
the score and divide it by the number of participants (tn) to get a mean.

The number of participants is equivalent to tn + 1, as it includes the
sender as well. These three attributes are added as separate attributes to
the combined data set.

7.6 Experiments

The aim is to evaluate the classification performance impact of social
data in comparison to traditional content-based spam detection. For this
purpose, a public E-mail corpus is used to generate a social, combined
and traditional data set. The social data set contains only the social
information extracted from the E-mail corpus. The social extended set
contains the message body, the available E-mail headers as well as the so-
cial information. The traditional data set contains only the headers and
the message body. The Weka machine learning workbench [18] version
3.7.0 is used as the software platform for conducting the experiment.

7.6.1 Data Collection

The selected corpus is the TREC 2007 Public Corpus(Trec07)2. The Trec07
corpus was selected on the basis of the size as well as the feature set.
Compared to other public domain corpora, such as the Enron Spam
Corpus3, Trec07 contains header data in addition to the content data.
The Trec07 was collected in 2007 and the corpus consist of 25,220 ham
and 50,199 spam.

2TREC 2007 Public Corpus, http://plg1.cs.uwaterloo.ca/cgi-bin/cgiwrap/

gvcormac/foo07, 2012-02-26
3Enron Spam Corpus, http://www.aueb.gr/users/ion/data/enron-spam/, 2012-

02-26
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Table 7.1: Attributes extracted from the Trec07 corpus

Attribute Description Type
Category Classification: spam or ham Nominal
To Recipients String
From Sender String
MES Message-Exchange Score∗ Numeric
NP Number of participants∗ Numeric
CCS Common Contact Score∗ Numeric
Received from E-mail route description String
Other headers The remaining headers String
Content E-mail body, including any attachments String
∗Attributes only available in the Social and the
Combined Data set.

7.6.2 Data Preprocessing

On a conceptual level, the data extracted from Trec07 can be divided into
the list of attributes displayed in Table 7.1. However, few supervised
learning algorithms can process strings. Thus, the string attributes must
be transformed to a suitable representation. A common data model
for this purpose, which has proven to be at least as effective as more
complex solutions, is the bag-of-words model. In this model, strings
are tokenized to words and represented by word vectors. In the first
step, all special characters are removed, i.e., only the plus and minus
signs, comma symbol, colon symbol, full stop symbol, the white space
characters, alphabetical and numeric characters, as well as the @ sign
are kept. The special characters preserved, are required to tokenize the
E-mail header data and the whitespace is used to tokenize text strings
into words.

In Weka, this transformation is carried out with the StringToWord-

Vector filter, which is applied to the To, From, Received from, Other headers

and Content attributes. The following filter configuration is employed:
a maximum of 2, 000 words are stored per category, term frequency-
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inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) is used for word frequency calcu-
lation, and the Iterated Lovins stemmer is used to reduce the number of
words by keeping only the stems of words.

Artifacts in the data set among the attributes have been identified
and removed. The X-headers are not included in the data set as X-
headers can be considered artifact attributes. The artifact attributes have
been added by software and have low predictive power.

A stratified sample of 10% of the original instances is then gener-
ated, which leaves 7,541 instances. This is a size chosen to ensure a
representative and large enough sample size, while maintaining a rea-
sonable trade-off between computational effort and generalizability of
the results.

7.6.3 Feature Selection

Categorical proportional difference (CPD), has been shown to outper-
form traditional feature selection methods, such as χ

2, information gain,
and odds ratio on several text categorization corpora [19]. Thus, CPD
seems to be a suitable feature selection technique for the task at hand.
The search for a suitable cutoff point for CPD is computationally expen-
sive due to the possible non-linearity of the function of the number of
kept words and the resulting performance [19]. A keep ratio interval is
therefore defined and selected with a reasonable step size. In the pre-
sented study, a keep ratio interval of 1.0 to 0.5 together with a step size of
0.1 is used. This configuration yields 5 iterations for each data set, which
lets the possible performance gain for each data set be determined, by
keeping from 50% to 100% of the attributes.
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Figure 7.2: Example of SVM training process.

7.6.4 Algorithm Selection

The main objective is to compare different data models available for
detecting spam, hence the comparison of multiple learning algorithms
to determine the optimal algorithm is out of scope. The Support Vector
Machine (SVM) is a reasonable candidate, since it has been shown to
work well with similar data models [20].

Given a set of examples, E, a SVM model, f̂ , is generated by mapping
each example, e ∈ E, as a point on a plane [21]. The SVM model uses
a kernel function for mapping the examples, enabling the instances to
be separated per class by a hyperplane. The hyperplane with the largest
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margin between the points of the classes is often chosen. Class predic-
tion, P, for instances in T are a result of which side of the hyperplane
they are mapped to. These steps can be seen in Fig. 7.2. SVM’s predicted
class is either 0 or 1 and as such, prediction probabilities are distorted.
For this paper SVM, as implemented in the SMO algorithm available in
Weka, is chosen with the default values used. To produce proper predic-
tions, i.e. prediction probabilities between 0 and 1, buildLogisticModels

is set to true.

7.6.5 Performance Evaluation

The true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR) is defined as
follows.

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
. (7.3)

FPR =
FP

FP + TN
. (7.4)

Given a binary classifier, the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
is the plot of the TPR versus the FPR, on the y-axis and x-axis respec-
tively, for a set of instances, T. In the domain of machine learning, given
a T and a corresponding set of predictions, each prediction is plotted
with a one step distance relative to the previous point [21]. If p ∈ P is
equal to c the instance is plotted along the y-axis, otherwise along the
x-axis.

The area under the ROC curve (AUC) single point measure is used
for evaluating the classifier performance, consisting of the portion be-
neath the ROC curve of the plot area. The larger portion of the plot
area, i.e. higher AUC, denotes a higher performance. The AUC does not
depend on an equal class distribution and misclassification cost [22]. In
this paper, the weighted AUC (the average AUC of the classes) is used
as a single point measure.
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Table 7.2: Data model comparison

Model TPR (STD) FPR (STD) AUC (STD)
Social 0.953 (0.010) 0.380 (0.032) 0.926 (0.011)
Combined 0.992 (0.004) 0.000 (0.001) 0.999 (0.001)
Traditional 0.990 (0.004) 0.002 (0.003) 0.999 (0.001)
The results of the performance of SMO on the
different models.

7.7 Results

Table 7.3 shows that, even though the number of attributes are lower,
the classifier is still capable of producing good results. Compared to
the traditional model, the results in Table 7.3 show a lower FPR for the
combined model.

Table 7.2 shows a comparison between the different data models,
with the advantage of showing OSN metrics as a individual data model.
While the social data model produces a good weighted AUC of 0.926,
it has still got quite a high FPR of 0.380. Nevertheless, the result of the
social model is good.

The performance of the different models are shown in Fig. 7.3, de-
picting the weighted AUC. The performance of the social model shows
the feasibility of using the metrics and method suggested. To improve
the model, the FPR need to be decreased. While the traditional and
Combined model have high AUCs, this is most likely due to the time
span that the messages was collected. A longer collection time, should
result in a lower score as similarities between messages are fewer.

Nevertheless, the FPR of the combined model is lower than the tra-
ditional model. When calculating the statistical significance of the TPR
for the different models, combined and traditional model ranges from
0.984 to 0.999 and 0.982 and 0.997 respectively.
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Figure 7.3: AUC for the Social, Combined and Traditional model. The
y-axis is limited to show the differences between the Traditionally and
Combined set.

Table 7.3: Feature Selection impact

Model (CPD∗) TPR (STD) FPR (STD) FNR (STD) AUC (STD) Nr. Attributes
Combined (0.5) 0.998 (0.003) 0.026 (0.016) 0.002 (0.003) 0.995 (0.004) 1445
Traditional (0.5) 0.989 (0.011) 0.007 (0.005) 0.011 (0.011) 0.999 (0.002) 1442
Combined (0.6) 0.993 (0.012) 0.015 (0.017) 0.007 (0.012) 0.996 (0.003) 1734
Traditional (0.6) 0.981 (0.016) 0.004 (0.003) 0.019 (0.016) 0.997 (0.003) 1730
Combined (0.7) 0.968 (0.010) 0.000 (0.001) 0.032 (0.010) 0.998 (0.001) 2023
Traditional (0.7) 0.969 (0.010) 0.003 (0.003) 0.031 (0.010) 0.998 (0.001) 2018
Combined (0.8) 0.990 (0.005) 0.001 (0.002) 0.010 (0.005) 0.999 (0.001) 2311
Traditional (0.8) 0.988 (0.005) 0.003 (0.003) 0.012 (0.005) 0.999 (0.001) 2307
Combined (0.9) 0.992 (0.004) 0.001 (0.001) 0.008 (0.004) 0.999 (0.001) 2600
Traditional (0.9) 0.990 (0.004) 0.002 (0.003) 0.010 (0.004) 0.999 (0.001) 2595
Combined (1.0) 0.992 (0.004) 0.000 (0.001) 0.008 (0.004) 0.999 (0.001) 2888
Traditional (1.0) 0.990 (0.004) 0.002 (0.003) 0.010 (0.004) 0.999 (0.001) 2882
∗ The cut off point for the feature selection algorithm.
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7.8 Discussion

Many of the OSN based techniques can be used in conjunction with
traditional spam filtering techniques, to reduce the amount of E-mails
that need to be analyzed by the traditional technique. As such, even
though a user cannot be linked to OSN, message can still be classified
by traditional means.

A point that can be made is that a traditional, e.g. a Naive Bayes-
based, spam classifier on a single users computer, given time and feed-
back, will have evolved into a personalized spam classifier. However,
OSN-based classifiers do not require the same time span in order to
become personalized since OSN-based classifiers use OSN data to boot-
strap the feedback.

7.8.1 Social Network Information

The methods for socially aware classifications are promising, but most of
the research has been done by creating Social Networks from the E-mail
corpus. While the method has been successful and shows feasibility, it
requires a large E-mail corpus. For Social Network data to be extracted
and built from the E-mail corpus requires a large E-mail corpus for there
to be enough data available.

Social information could be extended using OSN data. For example,
given that a user is active on a OSN, extracting and incorporating social
information, similar to data that was used in the experiments, can be
done. The information available on such networks has the potential to
be of significantly larger quantities. Given that an E-mail classifier gain
access to a users OSN data, that data could help to classify E-mails with
none or only a few E-mail messages to aid in the classification process.
A consequence of this type of anti-spam filter, would be that bypassing
the filter would require the spammers to personalize their spam to an
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infeasible extent, e.g., it would require the spammers to build a profile
of every possible target behavior and E-mail relationship.

7.9 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper investigates the impact of spam classification based on so-
cial network data. The results show that accurate spam detectors can
be generated from the low-dimensional social data model alone, how-
ever, spam detectors generated from combinations of the traditional and
social models were more accurate than the detectors generated from ei-
ther model in isolation. A theoretical model using several social network
sources is presented. The social network metrics presented and used are
adaptions meant to provide a normalized value for data extracted from
various social networks. The performance of the social model show that
the theoretical method presented merits further investigation.

For future work, a data set consisting of a larger amount of messages
that can be linked to various OSN needs to be created. Given such a data
set, investigating the use of OSN data sources may yield more reliable
results. The generalizability of the theoretical model in this paper should
be investigated on other data sets to verify the results found. The per-
formance of additional social metrics in a low-dimensional model could
also be investigated.
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Background: Computer users often need to 

distinguish between good and bad instances of 

software and e-mail messages without the aid of 

experts. This decision process is further compli-

cated as the perception of spam and spyware va-

ries between individuals. As a consequence, users 

can benefit from using a decision support system 

to make informed decisions concerning whether 

an instance is good or bad.

Objective: This thesis investigates approaches 

for estimating the utility of e-mail and software. 

These approaches can be used in a personalized 

decision support system. The research investi-

gates the performance and accuracy of the ap-

proaches.

Method: The scope of the research is limited to 

the legal grey-zone of software and e-mail messa-

ges. Experimental data have been collected from 

academia and industry. The research methods 

used in this thesis are simulation and experimen-

tation. The processing of user input, along with 

malicious user input, in a reputation system for 

software were investigated using simulations. The 

preprocessing optimization of end user license 

agreement classification was investigated using 

experimentation. The impact of social interaction 

data in regards to personalized e-mail classifica-

tion was also investigated using experimentation.

Results: Three approaches were investigated that 

could be adapted for a decision support system. 

The results of the investigated reputation system 

suggested that the system is capable, on average, 

of producing a rating ±1 from an objects correct 

rating. The results of the preprocessing optimiza-

tion of end user license agreement classification 

suggested negligible impact. The results of using 

social interaction information in e-mail classifi-

cation suggested that accurate spam detectors can 

be generated from the low-dimensional social 

data model alone, however, spam detectors ge-

nerated from combinations of the traditional and 

social models were more accurate.

Conclusions: The results of the presented ap-

proaches suggest that it is possible to provide de-

cision support for detecting software that might 

be of low utility to users. The labeling of instan-

ces of software and e-mail messages that are in 

a legal grey-zone can assist users in avoiding an 

instance of low utility, e.g. spam and spyware. A 

limitation in the approaches is that isolated im-

plementations will yield unsatisfactory results 

in a real world setting. A combination of the ap-

proaches, e.g. to determine the utility of software, 

could yield improved results.
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